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FOREWORD 

Since 1981 biotechnology has been a subject of government policy. The primary aim of 

this policy was the stimulation of technological development. The emphasis was on the 

furtherance of scientific research and on the cooperation between scientific institutions 

and the industry. One of the results of these efforts was the foundation of the Association 

of Biotechnological Research Schools at the end of 1993, which secures and guarantees 

the carrying out of scientific research for at least the next 5 years. 

Many biotechnological applications now enter a new phase: the attention shift11 from 

fundamental research to product development and market introduction. It is important to 

maintain the good position of the Netherlands in this teclmological domain. This requires 

the evaluation of the potential of applications of modem biotechnology in a way which is 

well-considered and open to the public. Market introduction is to a high degree dependent 

upon public acceptance. 

In this context the Eindhoven University of Technology studies, on a scientific and sys

tematic basis, the attitudes towards bioteclmology and biotechnological products, the 

factors constituting these attitudes, the involvement of the public and the proper commu

nication channels. The results of the study will without doubt be of influence on the 

necessary enlightenment of the discussion on biotechnological applications and on the 

arrangement of present and future public information activities. 

The resolution "From Research towards Market" ("Van Onderzoek naar Markt") wa11 

presented to Parliament by the Minister of Economic Affairs in March 1994. In part 

because of the results of this study, the resolution mentions public information and 

education as possible instruments, contributing to the emergence of public support. 

Because public acceptance of biotechnology is not restricted to national borders, the 

intention is to use the result'! of this study in a European research project. 

Ir. M.W. Homing, 

Project Leader Biotechnology, Ministry of Economic Affairs 
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This report concerns the second survey (June 1993) in a series of periodical measure
ments of public attitudes on biotechnology, using the biotechnology-monitor. The design 

of the research is presented in chapter 1. Chapter 2 contains the results of the second 
survey. The emphasis is on the differences between these results and those of the first 

survey (June 1992). The underlying theoretical model, the construction of the monitor 
and the results of the first survey are discussed elsewhere (Heijs, Midden and Drabbe, 
1993). Appendices contain a brief outline of the theoretical model, the survey question

naire and the response frequencies. 

Dr. W.J.M. Heijs 
Prof. dr. C.J.H. Midden 

Eindhoven, June 1994 
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StJMMARY 

Inlroduction 

This report concerns a study on public attitudes to biotechnology, that was conducted for 

the Ministty of Economic Affairs by the Department of Psychology and Linguistics of the 

Faculty of Philosophy and Social Sciences, Eindhoven University of Technology. Public 

confidence is a crucial factor in the development of new applications in biotechnology. In 
the interest4i of effective education and information campaigns, proper regulation, well

balanced judgements on the continuation of research, and adequate participation of relevant 

groups in the decision-maldng process, it is vital that existing knowledge and attitudes on 

biotechnological applications and their structure and background4i are studied. 

Subject of the report is the second survey using the biotechnology monitor, a research in

strument that was constructed for the periodical registration of public attitudes. The main 

point of departure of the study is the socio-psychological model of attitude-behaviour re

lationships described by Tesser and Shaffer (1990), among others. This model describes 

the formation of attitudes on the basis of cognitive arguments and emotions and the rela

tionships between attitudes and behavioural intentions. 

1. Research Design 

1.1. Research questions 

The main aim of the study is the assessment of the attitudes of the Dutch public to bio

technology. factors affecting the development of these attitudes and related behavioural 

intentions. The research questions are the same a4i in the previous survey: what are public 

attitudes to biotechnological applications and to which cognitive argument4i and emotions 

are these attitudes linked; what background knowledge does the public possess and to 

what degree is the public interested in biotechnology; what sources of infOImation does 

the public have, which sources enjoy public confidence and what are the gaps in public 

infonnation; what are the links between personal characteristics and cognitive arguments, 

emotions and attitudes; what links are there between attitudes and behavioural intentions; 

and can target groups be identified on the basis of these variables? Following further sur

veys trend-related changes will also be studied. 
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1.2 Questionnaire 

The structure of attitudes with regard 10 biotechnological applications was established in a 

preliminary study . The results showed that the forming of attitudes is guided primarily 

by the aspect~ 'sector of application' en 'endproduct/purpose of application'. On the baliis 

of this preliminary study 9 areas of application were identified that cover the present field 

of biotechnology: (1) agriculture (diversification); (2) agriculture (product improvement); 

(3) stock-breeding (new methods); (4) veterinary medicine (combating disease); (5) hu

man health-care (diagnostics); (6) human health--care (medicines); (7) food industry (unfa

miliar applications): (8) food industry (production of raw materials); and (9) chemical in

dustry/environmental protection (production ofraw materiaIs). In the questionnaire these 

areas are represented by 10 concrete applications (from one controversial area. new cattle

breeding methods, 2 applications were selected). In the area of human health--care (di ag

nostics) a new application was used (a test of tissue for transplantation purposes) because 

the previous application (a pregnancy test) was probably not representative enough. 

For each application a series of questions were asked covering awareness, attitude, tbe 

possible role played by five cognitive arguments and two emotions, and a positive and 

negative behavioural intention (tbe last two items are different from tbe flTSt survey where 

the intentions were not specified fOT each application but were assessed in general). The 

remaining part of the questionnaire con'iisted of a knowledge test witb questions on ge

netics, biotechnology 1 and legislation; and questions regarding tbe relevance of arguments 

and emotions, intere.c;t and involvement. the reliability of information sources, main infor

mation channel.o;, gaps in public informatio", and personal characteristics (political incli

nation, newspaper read, gender, age. household characteristics, level of education and 

profession, civil status, .liocio-economie starus, and geographicallocation). 

1.3. Sample and Data Collecrion 

The questionnaire was subjected to a representative sample of tbe Dutch population aged 

16 and over in June 1993 (N=545). The respondents were visited at their homes and the 

answers were recorded U!iÎng laptop computers. Special techniques (genetic modification, 

doning, ce1l fusion) were explained in advance. 



2. Results 

2.1. Attitudes 

The attitudes to the various applications are comparable to those in 1992. The area of 

environmental protection has tbe most positive score. Attitudes to applications in agri

culture and human health-care are (fairly) positive and applications in the food industry 

evoke a 'wait-and-see' attitude, which is neutral on average. Attitudes to applications in 

veterinary medicine are divers. And applications in stock-breeding are judged fairly neg

atively. 

2.2 . Cogllitive Arguments, Emotions alld Attitudes 

5 

Again, the results of the second survey are s lTikingly similar to those of the firs t. The for

ming of attitudes appears to be dominated by emotions. The emotion 'enthusia'im' is the 

most important determinant. This emotion plays a positive part in the area of environmen

tal protection and is negative in the area of stock-breeding. Feelings of anxiety are also 

relevant for the latter area. From the argument'i. the consideration that ethically acceptable 

limit'i might be exceeded dearly contributes to the forming of attitudes in all area'i of ap

plicaûon. This is regarded most probable in the area'i of stock-breeding and not probable 

in the areas of agriculture and environmental protection. Other predominant expectations 

are: positive economie effects for applications in agriculture, the food industry (unfamiliar 

applications) and environmental protection, and positive effect 'i on human health from ap

plications in hlllllan health-care. 

There are also some marked differences between the two measurements. The economic 

argument has gained significance in the area of agriculture (product improvement). In the 

area of veterinary medicine, the importanee of argument'i conceming the exceeding of 

ethically acceptable limit') and the effect'i on human health have increa'ied. The normative 

argument also has slightly more 'igniticance in the area of human health-care (diagnos

tiCS); attitudes and argument'i/emotions in this area are now more consistent. On the other 

hand, the degree of association between attitudes and argument.'i/emotions has become 

weaker in the areas of the food industry. This might indicate an increase of uncertainty in 

the public regarding the use of biotechnology in the development of new products in this 

field. 

Once more, the answers to a question asking respondent<; to rank arguments and emo

tions in order of importanee in influencing their attitudes shows a divergence between the 

subjective and the statistical rankings. Respondents ranked cognitive arguments, especial-
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ly positive effects on human health, higher than emotions. This is possibly due to a desire 

to create a rational impression. 

2.3 . Background Knowledge and Awareness 

The resull~ of the knowledge test are more or less the same. They indicate a low level of 

background knowledge for all part~ of the test (genetics. biotechnology and legislation). 

The degree of awareness has also remained constant. Applications in the areas of stock

breeding, agriculture and environmental protection are relatively weIl known and applica

tions in veterinary medicine, human health-care and the food industry are relatively unfa

miliar. The awareness of applicatÎons in agriculture and environmental protection has 

slightly decrea~ and the awarenes. of the application in the area of veterinary medicine 

ha~ increased. This mlght be a consequence of the publicity conceming the bull Herman. 

2.4. Interest wld Involvemelll 

The Dutch public is fairly intere.~ted and involved in new development~ in biotechnology. 

This is apparent from the amount of geneT'dl interest, the estimated individual significance 

of the subject and the frequency of Iisten ing 10 and viewiog program mes on biotechnolo

gy. More background knowledge is associated with more interest. 

2.5. 1 nforma äon Sourees mld lnformalioll N eeds 

A in 1992, con su mer organisations, sc ientists, environmental groups and the govem

ment are regarded a~ reliable source.'i of information. The reliability of the industry a~ an 

information source is still regarded low. To a les ser extent, this appl ies also to joumal

ism. Nevertheles.'l, current affairs programmes, the news on radio and television, and 

newspapers are the main infonnation channels. In comparison with 1992, other pro

grammes appear to have given more Ilttention 10 biotechnological developments and more 

information was al~o obtained from di scussions with lay people. This might indicate the 

start of a broadening of tbe public debate. 

Existing gaps in the information concern the same topics as la<it year: the anticipated ef

fect~ on human health and the enviTOnment, the controlability of the effect~ , the legisla

tion, and the limit\) of scientific capabilities. The need for information remains high since 

only 10 % of l'espondent~ appear to regard themselves as being weU enough informed in 

all these area<;. 
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2.6. Arguments, Emotions, Attitudes and Personal Characteristics 

In view of the fairly weak relations with personal characteristics, the attitudes, arguments 

and emotions in most areas still have a low degree of differentiation. Although the views 

on the production of medicines seem to be more elaborate than in 1992, there are no indi

cations that the processing of information hali extended in the areali of veterinary medicine 

and human health-care. In the areas of agriculture, stock-breeding, the food industry and 

environmentaJ protection, more information seems to have been absorbed. In these areali 

more or less di.litinct differences exist between groups of respondents with regard to argu

mentation and attitude. 

These differences are mainly attributable to cognitive variables (knowiedge, awareness, 

interest, main information channels and level of education), that play a more important 

part than in the previollli survey. In most cases, more knowledge and interelit are related 

to a more positive argumentation and attitude. Applications in stock-breeding and veteri

nary medicine are exceptions. In these areali, more knowledge and interest are alisociated 

with a negative argumentation, less enthusialim and a less favourable attitude. A lack of 

information channels goes with a negative argumentation and more anxiety in the areas of 

agriculture and environmcntal protection. Apparently, there is a development towards a 

division in public attitudes and argumentli on the baliis of the degree of interest and infor

mation. 

The connections with structural characteri litics are less prominent in 1993. Gender and 

age show some relevance in the areas of stock-breeding, human health-care and the food 

industry. In these areas, women and elderly people tend to give more negative responses. 

Political inclination hali a connection with the area of veterinary medicine: Green Left vot

ers and voters for the smaller confessional political parties express a more negative atti

tude and VVD (liberaJ) voters a relatively positive attitude. 

2.7. Attitudes {md Behavioural Intentions 

For each area of application two behavioural intentions were assessed: a positive intention 

(the buying of the product or the consent for the appliance of the product) and a negative 

intention (protest). Agreement with the positive intention is highest in the area'i of agricul

ture, human heaJth-care and environmental protection. It is low in stock-breeding and the 

food industry (unfamiliar applications). Negative intentions are less frequent: the public 

does not seem to be inclined to overt protest. In addition, a positive (or negative) attitude 

generally goes with a posiLÎve (or less positive) intention whereali the relation between 
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attitudes and negative intentions is less strong. Disapproval is probably more likely to re

sult in a refusal to buy the product or the purchase of an alternative than in protest. 

2.8. Target Groups 

The analyses of target groups, aimed at the possible identification of systematic differ

ences in attitudes, arguments, emotions, knowiedge, awareness, and interest on the basis 

of socio-cultural and structural personal characteristics, did not produce any significant 

results. 

3. Conclusions 

The attitudes to biotechnological applications are simiIar to those in the previous ~urvey. 

Attitudes to applications in agriculture. environmental protection and human health-care 

are (fairly) positive. Applications in stock-breeding are judged fairly negatively. Applica

tions in the food industry evoke a neutral attitude and attitudes to applications in veteri

nary medicine are divers. Again, attitudes towards biotechnological applications can vary 

substantially, so that a compound measurement of public attitudes is indicated. The new 

application in the area of human health-care (production of diagnostics) appears to be 

more appropriate, since it is less associated with more controversial applications in stock

breeding and more related to the other application in human health-care (production of 

medicines). 

Cognitive arguments and emotions have almost identical connections with the attitudes as 

in 1992. A more positive (or negative) attitude generally goes with more positive (or neg

ative) argument., and emotions. The discrepancy between the statistical and the subjective 

ranking of arguments and emotions on the basis of their relative importance for the for

ming of attitudes has remained as weil: cmotions dominate in thc statistical ranking while 

argumcnts prevail in thc subjective ranking. Thc theoretical explanation for the importanee 

of emotions is that the low level of knowledge prevent'i the forming of attitudes on the ba

sis of arguments. Compared with 1992, the relevance of possible economic benefits from 

applications in agriculture has increased. In the areas of hu man health-care and veterinary 

medicine the arguments conceming tbe exceeding of ethically acceptable limits and the 

possible positive effect'i on human health are more important. In addition, the degree of 

association between attitudes and argument'i/emotions has become weaker in the food in

dustry. 'fhill might indicatc an increa~ of uncertainty in the public regarding the use of 

biotechnology in the development of new products in this field. 
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Background knowledge and awareness remained at a low level. The higher educated have 

slightly more knowiedge. Applications in stock-breeding, agriculture and environmental 

protection are more familiar and applications in veterinary medicine, human health-care 

and the food industry are reJatively unfamiliar. The awarene.'i,'i of applications in agricul

ture and environmental protection has slightly decrea<;ed while the awareness of the appli

cation in the area of veterinary medicine has increased. This might be a consequence of 

the publicity concerning the bull Hennan. 

Respondent<; are fairly interested and involved. Consumer organisations, scientisl<;, envi

ronmental groups and the government are seen as more reliable than. journalism and the 

industry. Radio, television and newspapers provide the most infonnation. The amount of 

infonnation from other programmes than current affairs program mes and special docu

mentaries and from discussions with lay people ha<; increased. This might indicate the 

start of a broadening of the public debate. More infonnation is wanted on the anticipated 

effects on human health and the environment, on the controlability of the effects, on the 

legislation, and on the limit~ of scientific capabilities. 

The degree of differentiation of opinions on applications in veterinary medicine and hu

man health-care bas remained small. In other areas. more infonnation seems to have been 

absorbed and processed. The importance of cognitive variables (e.g. knowiedge, aware

ness and interest) has increased. In most cases, more knowledge and interest are related 

10 a more positive argumentation and attitude. Applications in stock-breeding and veteri

nary medicine are exceptions. In these areas, more knowledge and interest are associated 

with a negative argumentation, less enthusiasm and a less favourable attitude. The signif

icance of structural characteristics has decreased. The only discriminating variables are 

gender and age in the areas of .<;tock -breeding, human health-care and the food industry. 

In these areas, women and elderly people tend to give more negative responses. 

Positive behavioural intentions are most frequent in the areas of agriculture, human 

health-care and environmental protection and the lea<;t frequent in the areas of stock

breeding and the food industry (unfamiliar application ). Negative intentions are men

tioned less of ten. Relations between attitudes and positive intentions are mostly strong 

and consistent; they are weaker between attitudes and negative intentions. The public ap

pears 10 be Jess incJined 10 en gage in overt protest. Disapproval of product<; is more likely 

to rcsult in a refusal to buy the product or in the purcha'ie of an alternative. 

The degree of involvement of the public and the need for infonnation indicate favourable 

conditions for public infonnation campaigns. The information has to be brought into line 

with the existing obstacles to a well-grounded fonning of attitudes, such as the unfamil-
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iarity, the lack of background knowiedge, and the emotional basis of the attitudes. Theo
retically, knowledge has no direct influence on the fonning of attitudes but it is a nece.li

sary precondition for the development of a good argumentation and thus, indirectly, for 

the realization of more stabie attitudes with a cognitive baliis. 

Information policy should include the broadening of background knowledge concerning 

basic principles in biology and biotechnology; the fulfLlling of existing needs for informa

tion; and the presentation of more specific infonnation on the various areas of application. 

Information about these areas is probably more efficient than information about specific 

applications or general information. In view of the necessary correspondence hetween the 

message and the existing levels of knowledge and awareness, new infonnation can initial
ly concern areas that are relatively well-known, such as stock-breeding or environmental 

protection. Then, less known areas with a relatively large subjective significance can he 
placed into focus, such as human health-care and the food industry. 

Although the analyses of target groups did not produce significant results, the study does 

suggest a numher of public characteristics that cao he taken into account. Women, elderly 
people and respondents with a lower level of education give more negative responses in 

some area4i of application. Also, there appears to he a development towardli a division in 

public attitudes on the ba~is of the degree of interest and information. Special attention 
should he given to the less informed and interested to prevent that a decrease in interest, a 

lack of knowledge and emotionally based attitudes become mutually augmenting tenden

cies. The reaching of people with a low involvement generally poses problems. There
fore, it is vital to further identify them and to develop a suitabJe strategy with a low thres

hold. These processes and groups wi 11 be further studied in future measurementli using 

the monitor and in more exten.~ive analyses that will he reported at a later stage. 

Reliable infonnation sources with a large range are consumer organisations, environmen

tal groups. Scientific sources and the govemment. are also seen a4i reliable although they 
provide less information. A pluriform composition of the source, involving several of the 
above organisations, can increa<;e credibil ity. The source should be in service of the pub
lic and should not act out of self-interest. Widely used information channels are radio, 

television and newspaper . These cbarulels c1early contribute to the distribution of infor
mation on biotechnology and to the process of differentiation of opinions. In the selection 
of channels and in tbe construction of the information message too, special attention bas 
to he paid to less involved groups (using information with a low threshold that concords 

with the personal interests of tbe pubJic). 
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I. RESEARCH DESIGN 

I. I. Research Questions 

As stated in the report on the first survey (Heijs, Midden en Drabbe, 1993) and in the 

foreword of the present report, public confidence is a crucial factor in developing and 

introducing this new technology. In the interests of effective education and infonnation 

campaigns, proper regulation, well-baJanced judgement<; on the continuation of research, 

and adequate participation of relevant groups in the decision-making process, it is vital 

that existing knowledge and attitudes on biotechnological applications and their structure 

and backgrounds are studied. 

The main aim of this study is therefore to assess the attitudes of the Dutch public to bio

technology, factors affecting the development of these attitudes and related behavioural 

intentions. I The research questions in the periodical measurements using the biotechno

logy monitor are as follows: 

(1) What are public attitudes to biotechnological applications? 

(2) To which cognitive argument<; and emotions are these attitudes linked? 

(3) What background knowledge does the public possess with regard to biotechnology? 

(4) To what degree is the public interested in biotechnology? 

(5) What sources of infonnation does the public have, which sources enjoy public con

fidence and what are the gaps in public infonnation? 

(6) What are the links between psychological, socio-cultural and structural personal 

characteristics on the one hand and cognitive arguments, emotions and attitudes on 

the other? 

(7) What links are there between attitudes and behavioural intentions regarding the 

purchase or the use of articles and the expression of protest? 

(8) Can target groups be identified on the basis of differences in attitudes, cognitive 

arguments, emotions, awareness of applications, background knowledge, interest, 

sources of infonnation and gaps in infonnation? 

(9) (Following further surveys) What trend-related changes can be identified in the 

aforementioned links? 

The answers to the first 8 questions are discussed in chapter 2. This is preceded by a 

discussion of the questionnaire(§ 1.2) and of the planning and implementation of the 

fieldwork (§ 1.3). 

1 The theoretical model underlying the research design is discussed in the first report (Heijs, Midden en 
Drabbe, 1993). Appendix I contains a brief outline of this model. 
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1.2. Questionnaire 

The structure of attitudes with regard to biotechnological applications was established in a 

preliminary study (see Heijs, Midden and Drabbe, 1993). The results showed that the de

velopment of attitudes is guided primarily by the aspects 'sector of application' en 'end

product/purpose of application'. On the basis of this preliminary study 9 area<; of applica

tion were identified. In the present questionnaire these areas are represented by 10 con

crete applications (the attitude objects; from one controversial area, new cattle-breeding 

methods, 2 applications were selected). Table 1 gives an overview of the areali of applica

tion, the selected attitude objects and the mnemonics used in this report to indicate the 

objects. 

-

Area of Application Attitude Object Mnemonic 

1 agriculture cell fusion of cabbage varieties to cultivate cf. cabOOge 
diversification of fruit and vegetables varieties which can grow in other conditions 

2 agriculture genetic modification of tomato plants for gm. tomato 
prod. improvement fruit and vegetables longer shelf-life and finnness 

3 stock-breeding cloning cattle embryos to breed more calves cl calf 
new cattle-breeding methods of a similar quality 

4 stock-breeding genetic modification of bacteria using genetic gm. bst 
new cattle-breeding methods material of a cow for the production of BST 

5 veterinary medicine genetic modification of cows using genetic gm. mastitis 
combating disease material of humans for resistance to mastitis 

6 human health-care cell fusion of mouse cells to produce a cf. transtest 
production of diagnostics test of tissue for transplantation purposes 

7 human health-care gen. modif. of rats using genetic material of gm. clots 
production of medicines humans to produce a solvent for blood clots 

8 food industry use of bacteria to produce a raw material to use aspartame 
unfamiliar applications make aspartame 

9 food industry genetic modification of yeast using genetic gm. chymosine 
production of raw materials material of a cow to produce chymosine 

10 chemical industry/environm. protection use of bacteria to produce a raw material use bioplastics 
production of raw materials for bioplastics 

~ 

Table 1. Area<; of Application and Selection of Attitude Object-; 
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In the first survey the area 'human health-care/production of diagnostics' (area 6 in table 

1) was represented by the application 'cell fusion in mouse cells to produce a pregnancy 

test for women'. In the present survey the application has been changed to 'cell fusion in 

mouse cells to produce a test of tissue for transplantation purposes'. In the first survey, 

attitudes to the former application were neutral to fairly negative. This corresponds with 

earlier findings, i.e. that the public has a less positive attitude to human health applica

tions when they are not life-saving. Nevertheless, the representativeness of this applica

tion was considered doubtful, since it was strongly related to the cluster of more contro

versial stock-breeding applications. Therefore it was replaced with the latter (cf transtest). 

In order to be able to evaluate the representativeness of the applications, the attitudes to 

both were assessed. 

The 10 selected attitude objects were presented in random order to avoid problems arising 

from sequence monotony and fatigue. The meaning of special techniques (genetic modifi

cation, cloning and cell fusion) was explained in advance. For each of the attitude objects 

a repeated series of questions were a~ked covering awareness, attitude, the possible role 

played by five cognitive argumenlli and two emotions, and two behavioural intentions 

(110 items). The arguments and emotions are the same as in the first survey (has a posi

tive effect on the Dutch economy I ha11 a damaging effect on the environment I will im

prove human health I exceeds ethically acceptable limits I could damage human health I 
enthusiasm I anxiety). The questions covering behavioural intentions have been changed. 

In the first survey, positive and negative behavioural intentions have been measured in 

general, i.e. independently of specific areas of application (the intention to buy products 

made using new biotechnological techniques and the intention to express some fonn of 

protest in the event of doubt about new biotechnological developments). The difference in 

specificity between attitudes and behavioural intentions could have caused the weak corre

lations between attitudes and negative intentions. In this second survey, therefore, the in

tentions were specified in tenns of each attitude object (to buy or allow the use of the pro

duct, or to protest against the introduction of the product). 

The remaining part of the questionnaire consisted of the following components: the 

knowledge test (see table 2: 7 items related to the knowledge of biology and genetics (in

dicated by the letter g), 7 items related to biotechnological applications (indicated by the 

letter b), and 1 item (12) related to legislation); the relevance of arguments and emotions 

with regard to biotechnology in general (1 item); respondents' interest in, and involve

ment with biotechnological developments (4 items); the reliability of information sources, 

main infonnation channels and gaps in public information (3 items); and personal charac

teristics (see table 3: 13 items). The selection of sources which provide most infonnation 

on biotechnological developments was dropped because it is unlikely that these sources 
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have changed much in one year. Finally, the respondents were infonned on their score on 

the knowledge test, and they were given the opportunity to comment on either the subject 

matter or the questionnaire (1 item). 

l Most bacteria are hannful to man (g) 
2 Children resemble their parents because they have the same type of red blood cells (g) 
3 Some bacteria live off petroleum (b) 
4 It is possible to identify Down's Syndrome in a foetus as early as the first month of pregnancy (b) 
5 The hereditary characteristics of living organisms are detennined by DNA (g) 
6 The so-called cloning of living organisms produces identical progeny (b) 
7 Viruses can be infected by a bacteria (g) 
8 Genetic modification is the alteration of the hereditary characteristics of living organisms for a 

particular purpose (b) 
9 Chemical reactions can be speeded up using enzymes (g) 
IO Yeast used in brewing beer consists of living organisms (g) 
11 It is possible to cross a horse with a donkey using nonnal reproductive methods (b) 
12 It is obligatory to seek government pcnnission before cultivation of a plant whose hereditary 

characteristics have been changed through genetic modification 
13 It is possible to alter the hereditary characteristics of plants to enable them to produce their own 

pesticides (b) 
14 It is possible to alter the hereditary characteristics of an animal to enable that animal to produce 

human growth honnones (b) 
15 All the genes of all living organisms on earth are made up of combinations of only four to five 

different building blocks (g) 

Table 2. Selection of Knowledge Items 

No. Description 

I. political inclination 
2. newspaper 

3. gender 
4. age 
5. size of household 
6. level of education 
7. profession 

8. number of children 

9. position in the family 

10. civil status 
11. socio-economic status 
12. geographical district 
13. province 

Table 3. Selection of Personal Characteristics 
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1.3. Sample and Data Collection 

The questionnaire was subjected by the NIPO (a Netherlands Market Research Institute) 

to a random sample of the Dutch population aged 16 and over (N = 545). The respon

dents were visited at their homes. The answers were recorded using laptop computers so 

that infoanation could be recorded rapidly and accurately. Where necessary, respondentli 

were given cards explaining special techniques (genetic modification, cloning, cell fusion) 

and multiple choice answers, or else they were asked to read the on-screen information 

together with the interviewer. The survey was carried out in June 1993. 

Genb" %(S) o/~ Province %(S) %{N) 

male 475 49.4 Groningen 3.3 3.7 
female 52.5 50.6 Friesland 7.4 4.0 

Dren1c 29 29 
x2 : 0.01 sign.: n.s. Ovcrijsscl 9.6 6.8 

GekblaOO 162 12.l 

~ %(S) o/~ Aevoland 20 15 
Utred1t 6.3 6.9 

16- 29 y. 195 28.9 Noorcl-Holland 63 16.0 
30- 39 y. 30.8 19.6 Zuid-Holland 16.4 21.6 
40- 49 y. 21.0 17.7 ZrelaOO 4.4 24 
50- 59 y. 112 125 N<nd-BraOOnt 16.6 14.7 
60- 69 y. 13.4 10.6 Limburg 8.7 7.4 
70 y. and older 4.1 10.8 

X 2 : 7.95 sign.: n.s. 
X 2 : 8.00 sign.: n.s. 

Table 4. Sample and Population Data 

Table 4 compares a number of demographic characteristics of the sample (in the column 

%(S)) with the available population data (in the column %(N); CBS figures for 1992; 

CBS, 1993). The goodness of fit of the sample data was tested using x2. 2 Individuals 

aged between 30 and 39 are slightly over-represented in the sample while younger people 

(aged between 16 and 29) and older people (over 70) are relatively under-represented. 

This could partly be due to the fact that younger people are less at home, and partly to the 

subject of the research that might have discouraged the participation of elderly persons. 

The frequency distribution shows that the provinces of Noord Holland and Zuid Holland 

2 This is a statistical measure to indicate the difference between two frequency distributions. The higher 
the value. the greater the difference. The question of whether the difference is important enough (or 
significant) is determined not only by this value but also by the number of categories in the frequency 
division. Where there is a larger number of categories, a higher value is needed to reach the level of 
significance. The letters n.s. in the table stand for "not significant". 
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are under-represented. Especially in larger cities the degree of response was low. Accor

ding to the NIPO this was caused by a combination of two factors: the subject of the re

search and feelings of un11afety in a number of district11 on the part of the interviewers. 

These factors resulted in a lower degree of participation. The variations from the national 

figures are, however, not significant. The sample can therefore be regarded as represen

tative of the Dutch population aged 16 and over. 
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2. RESULTS 

As stated in the report on the first survey, it is important to point out that the object<; 

should be regarded as representing the areas of application. The areas of application are 

central to the study. It is assumed that the data collected on the objects will represent the 

attitudes, the arguments and the emotions linked to these areas. Discussions and conclu

sions are therefore related to the areas of application, and are accompanied by a mention 

of the objects concerned. 

2.1. Attitudes 

Figure 1 shows the attitudes relating to the 9 area<; of application (2 objects have been 

included under 'stock-breeding/new cattle breeding methods', bringing the total number 

to 10). A 7-point scale was used, ranging from 1 (highly positive) to 7 (highly negative). 

The numbers next to the bar diagrams indicate the percentage of respondent<; within those 

answer categories. The average attitude scores are recorded next to the object descrip

tions. The data from the first survey are mentioned in parentheses (except for the new 

object cf. transtest). 

With the exception of the new application in the area of 'human health/production of diag

nostics' the attitude scores are comparable to those in the first survey. With some objects 

there is a slight shift toward<; the less extreme categories (ratings of applications in the 

areas relating to agriculture, food industry and environmental protection are less frequent 

in the category 'highly positive', and ratings of gm. bst are less frequent in the category 

'highly negative'). The average attitudes scores, however, hardly diverge from those in 

1992. There are no significant differences. 

The area of application 'chemical industry-environmental protection/production of raw 

materials' (use bioplastics) again has the highest positive score, although the number of 

respondents with a (highly) positive attitude is somewhat less (75 % instead of 81 % ). 

Fairly positive attitudes and a relatively low percentage of neutral scores are recorded in 

the areas of agriculture (cf. cabbage and gm. tomato) and in the area of 'human health/ 

production of medicines' (gm. clots). Attitudes to applications in the food industry (use 

aspartame and gm. chymosine) are again neutral to fairly positive, and a relatively large 

group expressed a neutral position (around 30 % ). With regard to applications in the area 

of 'veterinary medicine/combating disease' (gm. mastitis) the attitude is neutral. And atti

tudes in the area of stock-breeding (cl. calf and gm. bst) are fairly negative. 
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highly positive 13 (22) 46(39) highly positive 12 

positive positive 27 

fairly positive 19 (20) fairly positive 21 

neutral 12 (10) neutral 

fairly negative fairly negative 8 

negative negative 9 
agriculture I div. hum.health I diagn. 

highly negative cf. cabbage/ av. 2.7 (2.6) highly negative cf. trans test I av. 3 .2 

0 10 20 30 40 so 0 10 20 30 40 so 

highly positive 14 (18) highly positive 14 (16) 

positive 33 (36) positive 30 (29) 

fairly positive fairly positive 20(20) 

neutral neutral IS (14) 

fairly negative fairly negative 

negative agriculture I prod. negative 9 (8) 
hum.health I med. 

highly negative gm. tomato I av. 3.1 (3.0) highly negative gm. clots I av. 3.2 (3.2) 

0 JO 20 30 40 so 0 10 20 30 40 so 

highly positive highly positive 9 (10) 

positive 11 (13) positive 30 (27) 

fairly positive 12 (13) fairly positive 16 (16) 

neutral 20 (IS) neutral 28 (28) 

fairly negative 19 (20) fairly negative 7 (7) 

negative 20 (22) stock-hr. 
negative I new cl. calf food ind. I unf. 

highly negative 17 (IS) I av. 4.7 (4.6) highly negative use aspartame I av. 3.3 (3.4) 

0 10 20 30 40 so 0 10 20 30 40 so 

highly positive highly positive 4 (7) 

positive positive 24 (19) 

fairly positive 12 (9) fairly positive 17 (17) 

neutral 14(16) neutral 32 (30) 

fairly negative 23 (21) fairly negative 11 (9) 

negative 
25 (22) slock-br. 

negative 8 (12) 
/new gm. bst 

5 6 
food ind. I prod. 

highly negative 16 <21 > /av.4.9(4.9) highly negative ( ) gm. chymosine I av. 3.6 (3.7) 

0 10 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 50 

highly positive highly positive 38 (48) 

positive 24 (24) positive 37 (33) 

fairly positive 15 (19) fairly positive 13 (10) 

neutral 18 (16) neutral 9 (6) 

fairly negative fairly negative 1 (l) 

negative 16 (13) 
vet.med .. I dis. negative l (I) 

chem.-env.prot. I prod. 
highly negative 8 <9> gm. mastitis I av. 3.8. (3.7) highly negative I (I) 

use bioplastics I av. 2.1 (l.8) 

0 10 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 50 

Figure 1. Attitudes Relating to Areas of Application 
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The new application in the area of 'human health/production of diagnostics' (cf. transtest) 

is judged fairly positive (average: 3.2). The attitudes to the previous application in this 

area (cf. pregtest) are the same as in the first survey (with a neutral average: 4.0).3 In or

der to establish which application is more representative of the area an exploratory factor 

analysis was performed. This produced a solution containing 4 factors (see table 5; for 

greater clarity, loadings of less than .30 are omitted). 

No Attitude Object Com. Fl F2 F3 F4 

6 cf. transtest .59 .71 (.16) 
7 gm. clots .53 .67 
11 cf. pregtest .39 .51 .32 
5 gm. mastitis .41 .45 .35 

1 cf.cabbage .57 .71 
2 gm. tomato .54 .65 
10 use bioplastics .28 .42 

4 gm. bst .46 .64 
3 cl. calf .54 .37 .62 

9 gm. chymosine .41 .35 .42 
8 use aspartame .21 .30 

eigenvalue 3.5 0.8 0.5 0.2 
variance 32.0 6.9 4.3 1.5 
cum. var.(%) 32.0 38.9 43.2 44.7 

Table 5. Factor Solution for Evaluation of Representativeness of Applications in the 

Area of Human Health/Production of Diagnostics 

The first factor is composed of the three applications in the area of human health-care (cf. 

transtest, gm. clots, cf. pregtest) and, to a lesser degree, the application in the area of vet

erinary medicine (gm. ma<; ti tis). The second factor contains the applications in the areas 

of agriculture and environmental protection (cf. cabbage, gm. tomato, use bioplastics). 

Application<; in the area of stock-breeding make up the third factor (cl. calf, gm. bst). And 

the fourth factor consists of the applications in the food industry (use aspartame, gm. 

chymosine). The distribution of the loadings shows that cf. transtest has a lower corre

lation (.16) with the cluster of applications in the area of stock-breeding than cf. pregtest 

(.32). Funhermore, the correlation with the application in the area of 'human health/ 

production of medicines' (gm. clots), that is conceptually close, is higher for cf. transtest 

3 The scores on cf. pregtest are (the scores in 1992 are in parentheses): highly positive: 8 (4) %; posi
tive: 16 (18) %; fairly positive: 16 (16) %; neutral: 22 (20) %; fairly negative: 10 (14) %; negative: 18 
(17) %; and highly negative: 10 (12) %. 
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than for cf. pregtest (.55 versus .44). On the basis of these results it is concluded that, for 

the present, cf. transtest is more representative of the area of 'human health/production of 

diagnostics'. 

Taken together, applications in the areas of environmental protection, agriculture and 

human health-care are generally regarded in a (fairly) positive light, while applications in 

the area of stock-breeding tend to be viewed fairly negatively. In the case of applications 

in the food industry, there appears to be a tendency to take a more neutral, 'wait-and-see' 

attitude. Finally, attitudes on applications in the area of veterinary medicine are divided. 

2.2. Cognitive Arguments, Emotions and Attitudes 

Each attitude object was linked to the 5 argument~ and 2 emotions, mentioned in § 1.2. 

Respondents could indicate their (dis)agreement with the connection made on a 5-point 

scale, ranging from 1 (total agreement) to 5 (total disagreement). Table 6 shows the aver

age scores for the arguments and emotions for each area of application (the scores in 1992 

are in parentheses). In interpreting the table, it should be remembered that some of the as

sertions are phrased negatively. Hence a lower score indicates a greater degree of agree

ment with the assertion made and not always a more positive argumentation or emotion. 

The results of the second survey are strikingly similar to those of the first. For most ap

plications the average scores are the same and so are the standard deviations (ranging 

from 1.1 to 1.5). Positive effects on the Dutch economy are associated primarily with 

applications in the areas of agriculture and environmental protection. Damaging effects on 

the environment are generally not expected, although there is more doubt in this respect in 

the areas of stock-breeding and the food industry. Improvement of human health is linked 

to the area of human health-care and not to the area of stock-breeding. Damaging effects 

on human health are associated less with applications in the area~ of agriculture, human 

health-care and environmental protection. With respect to applications in other areas there 

is more doubt concerning this co1U1ection. Respondent~ tend to agree with the assertion 

that applications in the area of stock-breeding can violate ethically acceptable limits. This 

violation is not considered likely in the case of applications in the areas of agriculture, the 

food industry en environmental protection. In general, enthusia~m is moderately low and 

anxiety is low. Only with respect to applications in the area of environmental protection 

respondents show more enthusiasm, while feelings of anxiety are somewhat more prom

inent in the area of stock-breeding. 



Argument/emotion 

positive economy 
damaging environm. 
positive health 
exceeds cth. limiL<> 
damaging health 
enthusiastic 
anxious 

Argument/emotion 

positive economy 
damaging envirorun. 
positive health 
exceeds eth. limits 
damaging health 
enthusiastic 
anxious 

av. 

1.9 (1.8) 
3.9 (J.9) 
3.3 (3.3) 
4.0 (4.0) 

3.9 (3.9) 
2.6 (2.5) 

4.1 (4.2) 

av. 

29 (-) 
3.8 (-) 
2.0 (-) 
32 (-) 
3.6 (-) 
2.8 (-) 
3.3 (-) 

av. 

1.8 (1 .7) 

3.7 (3.7) 

3.6 (3.7) 
3.7 (3.9) 
3.6 0.8) 
3.0 (2.8) 

3.9 (4.1) 

av. 

28 (2.8) 

3.8 (3.8) 
l.9 ( 1.8) 
3.1 (3.2) 
3.7 (3.7) 
28 (2.7) 

3.4 (3.4) 

~ 

~ 
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' <IS fj u 
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2.4 (2.2) 
3.3 CU> 
18 (4.0) 

2.3 (2.4) 

:rn o.3> 
4.1 (3.9) 
27 (2.8) 

av. 

2.7 (2.8) 

3.7 (3.6) 
3.1 (3.0) 
3.9 (3.9) 
3.4 0 .3) 
32 (3. 1) 

4.0 (4.0) 

~ 
0 

-E 
'""' ...... 

.J:J "' ' .J:J ..:..: . 
8 E 
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Vl '-' 

av. 

2.7 (2.9) 

3.0 (2.9) 

4.0 (4.3) 
25 (2.6) 
27 (3.0) 
42 (4.1) 

28 (2.9) 

av. 

av. 

2.6 (2.5) 
3.7 (5.8) 

2.9 (3.7) 

3.0 0 .1) 
3.4 (3.6) 

3.4 (3.3) 
32 (3.4) 

-0 ""' 
0 -~ 
.e:. ~ 
.;; 0.. 
c 0 
0 · -• .J:J 
E o 
0 Vl ..c ::I u ,_, 

av. 

24 (2.3) l.8 ( 1.7) 

35 (3.5) 42 (4.3) 

3.6 (3.8) 24 (2.3) 

3J (3.5) 42 (4.3) 

3.3 (3.4) 4.0 (4.1) 

3.4 (3.4) 1.8 (1.7) 

3.6 (3.7) 4.4 (4.5) 

Table 6. Average Scores for Arguments and Emotions 
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There are two exceptions to the ascertained similarity between the results of 1992 and 

1993. Firstly, the degree of agreement with the statement that the application in the area of 

veterinary medicine (gm. mastitis) has positive effect'! on human health, has changed 

from low to neutral. And secondly, the new application in the area of 'human health/ 

production of diagnostics' (cf. transtest) evokes slightly different responses than the 

previous application (cf. pregtest). Expectations of positive effects on the economy are 

neutral and respondents agree more with the proposition that this application has positive 

effects on human health. Also, there is a higher score on the emotion 'enthusiasm' (neu

tral instead of low). 

Tables 7 and 8 show the links between the arguments and emotions and the attitudes in 

terms of rank correlations (Spearman p) and the result'! of regression analyses (regression 

weights [fl] and explanatory variance [adjusted R2]). The rank correlations are significant 
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agricultJdiv. agricult/prod. stock-br./new stock-br./new vet.medJdis. 
Argument/emotion (cf. cabbage) (gm. tomato) (cl. calf) (gm. bsl) (gm. mastitis) 

positive economy .45 ( .38) .45 ( .33) 29 ( .30) 2fj ( .27) .44 ( .36) 

damaging environm. -.43 (-.40) -.43 (-.46) -.28 (-.35) -31 (-.35) -.38 (-.35) 

positive health 35 ( .28) .37 ( .41) .51 ( .47 ) .47 ( .40) .55 ( .37) 

exceeds eth. limits -.49 (-.47) -.49 (-.52) -.61. (-.58) -55 (-.52) -.6l (-.58) 

damaging health -.45 (-.35) -.46 (- .48) -39 (-.35) -.50 (-.36) -.46 (-.31) 

enthusiastic .65 ( .59) .71 ( .68) .73 ( .71 l .67 ( .64) .76 ( .74) 

anxious -.49 (-.43) -.49 (-.47) -.57 (-.57) -51 (-.47) -.62 (-.57) 

h. health/diag. h. health/med. food indJunf. food ind./prod. che.env ./prod. 
Argument/emotion (cf. transtesl) (gm. clots) (use aspartame) (gm. chymos.) (use bioplastic) 

positive economy .33 ( .32) .39 ( .33) 39 ( .36) .35 ( .38) .46 ( .41 ) 

damaging cnvironm. -.41 (-.31) -.42 (-.37) -JO (-.29) -.41 (-.38) -.44 (-.42) 

positive health .ro ( .57) .58 ( .49) .42 ( .55) .37 ( .37) 35 ( .41) 

exceeds elh. limits -.61 (-.50) -.57 (-.62) -.41 (-.45) -55 (-.58) -.50 (-.41) 

damaging health -.49 (-.25) -.44 (-.38) -.46 (-.45) -.40 (-.42) -.37 (-.36) 

enthusiastic .73 ( .71) .73 ( .76) .63 ( .68) .67 ( .70) .61 ( .57) 

anxious - .58 (-.48 -.57 (-.62. -.42 (-.42 -.48 (-.50 -.43 (-.44 

Table 7. The Importance of Arguments and Emotions (Correlation) 

agricult./div. agricult./prod. stock-br./new stock-br.lnew vet.medJdis. 
Argument/emotion (cf. cabbage) (gm. tomato) (cl. calf) (gm. bst) (gm. mastitis) 

positive economy .17 ( .15) .23 ( . 12) .00 ( .14) .ITT ( .09) .12 ( . 13) 

damaging cnvironm. -.CE (-.13) (-.09) (-.10) 

positive health .10 ( .09) .00 ( .14) .16 ( .17) .13 ( .08) .15 ( .09) 

exceeds eth. limits -.16 (-.13) -.13 (-.22) -.13 (-.18) -.15 (-.19) -.19 (-.13) 

damaging health -.15 

enthusiastic .37 ( .40) .46 ( .46) .44 ( .40) .44 ( .43) .41 ( .47) 

anxious -.15 (-.19) -.17 (-.12) -.17 (-.11) -.14 (-.20) 

-- adj. RSQ -- 57 ( .51) .59 ( .60) .ro ( .61) .54 ( .51) .65 ( .62) 

h. health/diag. h. health/med. food indJunf. food indJprod. che.env./prod. 
Argument/emotion (cf. transtest) (gm. clots) (use aspartame) (gm. chymos.) (use bioplastic) 

positive economy .ITT ( .06) .~ .17 ( .12) .10 ( .12) .20 ( . 19) 

damaging environm. (-.09) (-.ITT) -.12 (-.18) 

positive health 21 ( .25) Z2 ( .17) .ll ( .18) .12 ( .12) ( .09) 

exceeds eth. limits -.23 (-.14) -.10 (-.16) -.15 (-.16) -.23 (-.29) -.20 
damaging health -.12 -.l l 
enthusiastic .44 ( .42) .46 ( .48) 39 ( .42) .41 ( .44) .43 ( .34) 

anxious (-.09) -.11 (- . 16) (- .12) -.12 (-.13) 

-- adj. RSQ -- .61 ( .59 .62 ( .67 .47 ( .56 .54 ( .60 .49 ( .47 

Table 8. The Importance of Argument11 and Emotions (Regression) 



at a level of< .001 and the regression weights are only recorded if the argument or the 

emotion reached a significance threshold of .05. 

Again, the connections between arguments/emotions and attitudes are strong in all areas 

and show a predictable trend.4 Positive (or negative) attitudes are associated with positive 

(or negative) argument11 and emotions. As in 1992, this consistency, together with the 

high correlations, can be taken a11 an indication of a relatively direct and unequivocal in

fluence of cognitive argument11 and emotions on the formation of attitudes. However, as 

noted in the previous report, the high correlations can also be due to a tendency on the 

part of respondent11, given the relatively limited public knowledge on the subject, to ap

pear rational and consistent. More value is therefore attached to the relative strength of the 

correlations than to their absolute strength. 

In most cases, the differences with the results of the first swvey are small. In table 8 

some regression weights have been added because they are now above the significance 

threshold. Emotions, in particular 'enthusiasm', appear to be the most important variables 

for the formation of attitudes, which ties in with the theoretical model (i.e. that attitudes 

tend to have an emotional basis when there is insufficient knowledge; see Tesser and 

Shaffer, 1990). The normative argument 'exceeding ethically acceptable limits' is gene

rally more important than the other arguments. In the case of applications in agriculture, 

the food industry (unfamiliar applications) and environmental protection, economic con

siderations are also more prominent. And when applications in the areas of stockbree

ding, veterinary medicine and human health are concerned, the argument of 'positive 

effects on human health' plays a major role in addition to the normative argument. 

There are some changes in the relative importance of various arguments and emotions in 

separate areas of application. In the area of agriculture/product improvement (gm. tomato) 

the economic argument now equals or exceeds the weight of the normative argument, 

while in the first survey the latter was clearly more important. In the area of veterinary 

medicine, considerations regarding ethically acceptable limits and effects on human health 

4 Correlations provide a picture of the direct link between arguments/emotions and attitudes. However, 
arguments and emotions are also often related to each other, with the result that part of the correlation 
between these variables and the attitudes appears, as it were, twice in the table. Account is taken of this 
in regression analysis. First, the most important argument or emotion is identified (i.e. the one which 
is most closely linked to the attitude). In identifying the variables which arc next in importance, that 
part of the correspondence between the variables and the attitude which can already be ascribed to the 
preceding variables is removed. This produces a list of arguments and emotions in order of importance 
based on their unique correspondence with the attitude. The explanatory variance indicates how far it is 
possible, on the basis of the scores obtained on the selected variables, to predict the attitude score; the 
value is equal to 100.RSQ and lies between 0 % (no prediction possible) and 100 % (complete predic
tion possible). 
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are somewhat more prominent, while the role of 'anxiety' ha'I decreased. The new appli

cation in the area of human health/production of diagnostics (cf. transtest) is coupled with 

a larger weight of the normative argument and more consistency between attitudes and 

arguments/emotions. In the area of the food industry (use a<1partarne) the consistency 

between attitudes and the expectation of positive effect'\ on human health is lower. And 

the relative importance of the nonnative argument and the emotion 'enthusiasm' has 

increased in the area of environmental protection. 

As in 1992, the degree to which the attitudes can be predicted through the arguments and 

emotions is fairly high: i.e. around 57 % (1992: 55 %), the highest score being 65 % 

(veterinary medicine/combating disea'ie (gm. mastitis)) and the lowest score being 47 % 

(food industry/unfamiliar applications (use a<;partame)). For the latter area the explanatory 

variance has decreased by 9 %, which can mainly be attributed to a lower correlation with 

the expectation of positive effects on human health. A decrease of explanatory variance is 

also apparent in the area of food industry/production of raw materials (gm. chymosine). 

This might indicate an increase of uncertainty about the advantages and disadvantages of 

the use of biotechnology in the food industry. The area of agriculture/diversification of 

fruit and vegetables (cf. cabbage) shows the highest rise of explanatory variance (from 51 

% to 57 %). The relative importance of the arguments for the fonnatioo of attitudes does 

not change if the regression analyses are conducted without the emotions. The only dif

ference is that the percentage of explanatory variance is slightly lower (47 % on average). 

Table 9 shows the ranking of argument<; and emotions according to their subjectively 

estimated importance in the formation of attitudes on biotechnological applications in 

general (on a scale of 1 'most important' to 7 'least important'; the scores in 1992 are in 

parentheses). 

average ranking arguments/emotions 

biotechnology in general 

positive health 3.0 (3.1) 

exceeds eth. acc. limits 

damaging health 

damaging environment 

positive economy 

anxious 

enthusiastic 

3.3 

3.4 

3.7 

4.2 

5.0 

5.3 

(3.4) 

(3.4) 

(3 .5) 

(4.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Table 9. Average Ranking of Arguments and Emotions in General 
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The sequence is the same as in 1992. Positive effccL'i on human health are considered to 

be most important, followed by the possible exceeding of ethically acceptable limit~, 

harmful effects on human health and environment, and positive consequences for the 

economy. The two emotions are seen as least important. Again, there is a discrepancy be

tween the subjective ranking (where argument~ prevail) and the statistical ranking (where 

emotions seem to dominate). This is presumably caused by a tendency on the part of the 

respondent~ to give a rational impression to the interviewer. The discrepancy leads once 

more to the conclusion, for use in future research, that in reality, attitudes are more influ

enced by emotional considerations than is indicated in the response to a general question. 

2.3. Background Knowledge and Awareness 

The scores on the 15 dichotomous items of the knowledge test have been converted into 

percentages of correct answers (see figure 2; the scores in 1992 are in parentheses). For a 

number of items the proportion of correct answers is the same or slightly higher in com

parison with the results from 1992 and for none of the items this proportion is below the 

level of probability (50 %, represented by the verticaJ line in figure 2). Nevertheless, the 

average score on the test (10.6) is almost identical with the average score in 1992 (10.5). 

The average scores on the sections 'biology and genetics', 'biotechnological techniques 

and applications' and 'legislation' are, expressed in a similar scale of 15 items, respec

tively 10.7 (1992: 11.1), 10.4 (1992: 10.1) en 10.5 (1992: 9.8). The standard deviations 

range from 1.3 to 1.5 (for a scale of 7 items). 

15. all genes combination of 4-5 building blocks 
14. ability of animals to produce hum . growth honn 
13. ability of plants to produce own pesticides 

12. government pennission for new plant varieties 

I I. crossing horse with donkey 

IO. yeast for beer living organisms 

A ., 

,, 

.... 57 (58) 

.... 57 (44) 
-67(71) 

- 70 (65) 
.... 68 (67) 

A 73 (77) 

9. enzymes speed up chemical reactions 

8. gen. mod. is changing her. char. for a purpose 
7. virusses can be infected by bacteria 

All 84 (8 8) 
) ... 84 (81 

6. cloning results in identical progeny 

5. heridilary characteristics detennined by DNA 
4. possible detect. Down's syndrome I st month 

3. some bacteria live off petroleum 

2. resemblance children/parents thr. blood cells 
I. most bacteria hannful to man 

0 20 40 

A 52(54) 
A 72 (7I) 

Al 90 (91) 
... 6I (63) 

Al 76 (75) 
... 82 (83) 

... 62 (66) % 

60 80 100 

Figure 2. Percentages of Correct Answers on the Knowledge Test 
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The degree of difficulty of the items in the test ha11 remained more or less the same. The 

most difficult questions concern relatively specialist topics: e.g. the ability to enable ani

mals to produce human growth honnones, the possibility of viruses being infected with a 

bacteria, and the fact that genes are made up of combinations of only a limited number of 

building blocks. The easiest items concern general knowledge on biology and genetics: 

e.g. hereditary characteristics are determined by DNA; enzymes can speed up chemical 

reactions; and children resemble their parents due to the fact that they have identical blood 

cells. The only noticeable difference is the higher proportion of correct answers (57 % ) to 

the question on the possibility of animals to produce human growth hormones (1992: 44 

%). 

The test is adequate with regard to the amount of differentiation of the degree of difficulty 

between items, the internal coherence and the response range. The degree of difficulty of 

the items is shown in figure 3 (p-values or proportions of correct answers). The test in

cludes both relatively easy and relatively difficult items. Furthermore, there are no items 

with a negative item-total correlation which might indicate erroneous questions. The relia

bility of the test (a= .60) is slightly higher compared with the first survey (.59) and also 

slightly lower compared with the preliminary study (.65). Again, this is due to the low 

item-total correlation (.11) of the question on the possibility to detect Down's syndrome 

in the first month of pregnancy. There is no explanation for this deviation, except that the 

circumstances under which the answers were given were different In the preliminary 

study (i.e. using the computer panel) respondents were able to take time to give their an

swers, whereas during this survey, there may have been some pressure of time. 
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Figure 3. Degree of Difficulty of the Items in the Knowledge Test 
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Finally, the test appears to have external validity, judging from the fact that respondent11 

with a higher level of education also have a higher score on the sections of biology and 

genetics (p = .45) and biotechnology (p = .22) and on the test as a whole (p = .38). 

The sequence of awareness of the various applications has remained the same (table 10). 

Respondents are most aware of applications in the areas of stock-breeding, agriculture 

and environmental protection. Applications in the areas of veterinary medicine, human 

health-care and the focxl industry are less well known. An obvious decline in awareness 

is apparent with regard to applications in agriculture and environmental protection, where

a11 the awareness of the application in the area of veterinary medicine ha11 risen. It is pos

sible that the actuality of the latter subject in the Netherlands (the bull 'Hennan') caused a 

decrealie in attention to the former subjects. 
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aware 1992 51 45 (f5 55 16 '.J> ~ l) 

aware 1993 41 17 62 56 24 22 27 27 
17 if! 

17 16 

Table 10. Awareness of the Applications in 1992 and 1993 (%) 

2.4. Interest and Involvement 

The answers to the questions on interest and involvement and the differences between this 

survey and the previous one are summarised in table 11: i.e. the level of interest in new 

development11 (columns l through 3); how often respondents reflect on these develop

ments (columns 4 through 6); how often they watch or listen to programmes on the sub

ject (columns 7 through 9); and to what extent they regard these developments as signif

icant for themselves as individuals (columns 10 through 12). The four items together 

fonn a reliable scale (ex = .81 ). The last three columns in the table contain the scores for 

this overall interest/involvement scale, balied on a summation of the scores for all four 

questions. These scores can vary between 4 and 20 (very high = 4-6; fairly high = 7-10; 

neutral= 11-13; fairly low= 14-17; and very low= 18-20). 

As in 1992, the majority of the Dutch public appears to be fairly involved in biotechno

logical developments, although there has been a shift towards more neutral scores (57 % 
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scored fairly to very high on the total scale (1992: 61 % ); the average score is 10.3 (1992: 

9.9); the standard deviation (3.1) is the same). The degree of involvement of the public is 

particularly evident in the scores relating to 'interest' (60 % scored positively), 'estimated 

individual significance' (57 % scored positively) and 'frequency of viewing and listening' 

(54 % scored positively). The 'degree of refection' on the subject is somewhat lower (28 

% ). In theory, a higher level of interest/involvement is related to a higher level of know

ledge. This appears to be the calie, since the correlation between interest and background 

knowledge is significant (p = .28, which is the same as in 1992). 

interest '93 '92 reflection '93 '92 views/list. '93 '92 ind. sign '93 '92 total score '93 

very inter. 15 16 very often 4 9 (aim.) alw. 19 22 highly sig 13 19 very high 9 
fairly inter. 45 49 fairly oft. 2A 22 often 35 31 fairly sig. 44 46 fairly high 48 
neutral 25 2A sometimes 52 50 sometimes 34 34 neutral 30 22 neutral 29 
not very inter IO 8 seldom 15 15 seldom 9 IO fairly ins. IO II fairly low 12 
no interest 5 3 never 6 4 never 3 3 very insil! 3 3 very low 3 

Table 11. Interest and Involvement in Biotechnological Developments 

2.5. Information Sources and Information Needs 

In this survey the selection of sources which provide most information on biotechnologi

cal developments wa~ dropped (see§ 1.2). Table 12 shows the results of the remaining 

questions on the subjective reliability of the information sources and on the main infor

mation channels. 

average reliability 
main information % ranking inf. sources 

1993 1992 
channel 1993 1992 

consumer organisation 2.8 (l) 2.6 (I) rndio/tv current affairs/news 75 (l) 74 (I) 
scientists 3.1 (2) 3.l (2) newSJXIPer 64(2) 62(2) 
environmental groups 3.9 (3) 3.7 (3) radio/tv speciaJe documentaries 47(3) 45(3) 
government/ministry 4.1 (4) 4.1 (4) discus. others (non specialists) 29(4) 21 (4) 
schools 5.6 (5) 5.8 (6) radio/tv other programmes 23 (5) 13 (7) 

journalists 5.6 (6) 5.8 (5) special brochures 19 (6) 2D(5) 
local interest groups 6.0 (7) 6.0 (7) discus. specialists 18 (7) 16(6) 
indusiry 7.0 (8) 6.9 (8) none 5 (8) 3 (8) 
religious organisations 7.0 (9) 7.1 (9) 

Table 12. Information Sources and Channels 

'92 

12 
49 
26 
II 
2 
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The ranking of information sources ba'ied on their subjective reliability is almost identical 

with the ranking in 1992. Assuming that the actual use of the sources has not changed, 

the same two conclusions can be drawn a<; in the previous report: the source providing the 

most information is journalism, but this source is also given a relatively low reliability ra

ting; and the volume of information from scientific sources, which are rated as more re

liable, is on the low side. Other sources providing reliable information are consumer or

ganisations, environmental groups and the government. The reliability of the industry a<i 

an information source is still regarded low. 

The answers to the question on the main information channels in the last columns of table 

12 show two marked changes. Other programmes than the news, current affairs pro

grammes and special documentaries on radio and television appear to have given more 

attention to biotechnological development<> and more information was also obtained from 

discussions with lay people. This might indicate the start of a broadening of the public 

debate. The percentages of respondents gaining information from specialists or from 

brochures are again higher than would be expected. Only 5 % indicated that they did not 

obtain any information (1992: 3 %). 

topics related to infonn. needs(%) '93 '92 

effects on human health 67 65 
contmlability of the effects 59 55 
effcclo; on the environment 51 58 
regulations 39 38 
limits of scientific capability 33 30 
quality of products 27 32 
consequences for the third world 25 27 
effects on Dutch economy 15 15 
no topics cited IO 9 

Table 13. Topics Relating to Infonnation Needs 

Aspect<> of new biotechnological development<> respondents would like more infonnation 

about are listed in table 13. The topics and their sequence are more or less the same as in 

the previous survey. More information is especially wanted on the anticipated effects on 

human health and the environment, and on the controlability of these effects (now in sec

ond place). This is followed by a need for more information on legislation, the limits of 

scientific capabilities, the quality of products and the consequences for the third world. 

As in 1992, information on possible economic effect<> is cited last. The need for informa

tion remains high; only 10 % of respondents appear to regard themselves as being well 

enough informed in all these areas ( 1992: 9 % ). 
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2.6. Arguments, Emotions, Attitudes and Personal Characteristics 

The arguments, emotions and attitudes for each area of application were related to the 

following personal characteristics: 

- knowledge, interest and involvement (the three component<> of the knowledge test and 

the test a<> a whole; awareness of the application; the four interest scales and the interest 

scale as a whole; see § 2.3 and § 2.4); 

- the main information channels (see § 2.5); 

- socio-cultural and structural characteristics (see § 1.2). 

A high significance threshold (s < .001) wa<> used, given the reasonable likelihood of 

establishing coincidental links in such a large number of tests. 

The relations which proved to be significant in each area of application are summarised in 

tables 14-23. These tables are structured as follows. The first column contains the groups 

of variables (knowledge, awareness, interest; information; socio-cultural and structural 

characteristics). If there are particular connections with variables contained in the groups, 

these variables are specified after the group designation. These specifications can differ 

for each area of application. In the group 'information' the information sources are not 

mentioned because that question wa<> dropped from the present survey (see § 1.2). 

Connections between the specified variables and the arguments are given in columns 2-6; 

connections with the emotions are given in columns 7 and 8; and connections with atti

tude are given in column 9. These consist mostly of rank correlations (p). However, in 

the case of nominal variables with more than one category (e.g. newspapers), a linear 

association, such a<; a correlation, often ha<> no meaning. In such cases, analysis of vari

ance is used (Kruskal-Wallis).5 These variables are followed in the first column by an 

asterisk (*). In variables with a higher than nominal measurement value, non-linear con

nections are sometimes found (e.g. in ca<1es where both higher and lower levels of em

ployment are linked to a more positive attitude); this is indicated in the table by 'nl', fol

lowed by the result of an analysis of variance. 

The meanings of the connections depend on the direction of the scales or (in the case of 

analysis of variance) on the number of values attached to the variable. These will be ex

plained more fully in the text. The following should also be remembered when interpret-

5 This is used to dctcnnine whether groups of respondent<>. such as readers of different newspapers. differ 
significantly from each 0ther in their average score for an argument. emotion or attitude. In contra-;t to 
correlations, the value of the statistical measure here can be greater than I. Significance is determined 
on the basis of this value and the number of categories within the variable concerned. The tables only 
include the significant results. 
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ing the tables. If few connections are established, this means that in principle, one of two 

conclusions is possible. The first is that the public is applying a fairly uniform system of 

arguments and emotions to a specific application. The inability to find differences be

tween various different groups in society can, however, also mean that a proper attitude 

ha<; not yet been formed, thereby producing a diffuse picture. If, on the other hand, many 

connections, and thus many group differences, are identified, this would seem to indicate 

that there is cognitive and/or emotional processing of information. In that case, the atti

tude and the underlying system of arguments and emotions will probably be more struc

tured. 

In the tables no comparison is made with the results of 1992 (as was the case in the pre

vious tables). The reason is, that most of the differences concern minor variations around 

the significance threshold of .001. By limiting the presentation of the results in the tables 

and by discussing the major changes in the text, a substantial amount of less relevant in

formation is avoided. 

2.6.1. Agriculture - Diversification of Fruit and Vegetables (cf cabbage) 

agricultJdiv. (cf. cabbage) +econ. - env. +health - limits - health + enth. - anx. attitude 

knowledge - biol./genctics -.l5 - .15 .17 - - - -

awareness - heard of .15 - - - - - - .19 

interest - interest .17 -.17 - -.24 -.19 :n. -.24 .17 
- reflection - - - -.17 - - -.14 -
- views/listens - - - - -.15 .14 -.18 -
- pers. signif. .18 -.17 - -21 -.15 :n. -25 .20 
- total .19 -.16 - -.24 -.17 .23 -25 .18 

infonnation - ch: rtv (special) - - - -.16 - - - -
- ch: newspaper .16 - - -.17 - - -.20 -

-ch: others - - - - - - -.15 -
-ch: none -.18 .16 - .19 .18 - .20 -

pcrs. char. -education - - .18 .17 - - - -

- soc.econ.status - - .16 - - - - -

-

Table 14. Connections with Personal Characteristics (Agriculture/Diversification) 

The number of significant correlations between the various arguments and emotions and 

the attitude on the one hand and the groups of personal variables on the other, in partic

ular 'knowledge', 'awareness' and 'interest', has increased considerably compared with 

the previous survey. Knowledge was not a discriminating factor in 1992 but now respon-
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dents with more background knowledge less often agree with the argument that ethically 

acceptable limit<; could be exceeded and more often support the argument of positive ef

fects on the economy. Positive consequences for human health are not considered likely 

by this group. A greater awareness accompanies an agreement with the economic argu

ment and a more positive attitude. And more interest and involvement is related to the 

support of the economic argument, the rejection of possible harmful effect<; on human 

health and the environment, the rejection of the possible violation of ethically acceptable 

limits, more enthusiasm, less anxiety, and a more favourable attitude. 

Although the awareness of this area of application ha11 decreased, the information given to 

the public appears to generate more differentiation of argument-; and emotions. Respon

dent-; viewing or listening to special programmes on biotechnology and readers of news

papers offer less support for the normative argument while readers of newspapers agree 

more with the economic argument and report less anxiety. When no information channels 

are mentioned, the profile tends to be the opposite. These respondents reject the economic 

argument and they expect more often negative consequences for human health and the en

vironment and the exceeding of ethically acceptable limits. They also report more feelings 

of anxiety. Respondents with a higher level of education agree less with the propositions 

that the application might have positive consequences for human health and that ethically 

acceptable limits might be violated. Positive effects on human health are also regarded 

less likely by respondents with a higher socio-economic status. 

2.6.2. Agriculture - Product Improvement Fruit and Vegetables (gm. tomato) 

A higher degree of differentiation is also apparent in this second area of application in 

agriculture, mainly a-; a consequence of the connections with variables in the groups 'in

terest' and 'information'. More interest and involvement are associated with more support 

of the economic argument and less agreement with the statement<; that the application 

might have damaging effects on the environment or positive effects on human health, or 

that ethically acceptable limit<; might be violated. Respondents who are more involved 

also report less feelings of anxiety and a more positive attitude. Receiving more informa

tion through special programmes or the newspaper is related to more agreement with the 

economic argument. Respondent<; who do not indicate an information channel offer less 

support of this argument. They also expect more often that the application might have 

negative consequences for the environment and they experience more anxiety. 

Other differences from the previous survey concern the socio-cultural and structural char

acteristics. Level of education, socio-economic status, newspaper and province now have 

more significance while the significance of gender and profession ha11 decreased. Respon-
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dents with a higher level of education or socio-economic status, and respondentc; reading 

the Volkskrant or the NRC, less often believe that this area of application might have pos

itive effect<; on human health than respondents with a lower level of education or socio

economic status and readers of the Telegraaf or respondents without newspaper. And in 

the provinces Groningen and Drente the agreement with the economic argument is above 

average, whereac; in the province Limburg the agreement with this argument is less than 

average. 

agricultJprod. (gm. tomato) +econ. - env. +health - limits - health + enth. - anx. attitude 

knowledge - biol./genetics - - .18 - - - - -

awareness - heard of .18 - - - - - - .15 

interest - interest .17 -.17 - -.16 - - -.17 .16 
- views/listens .14 - -.14 - - - - -
- pers. signif. - -.16 - -.16 - - - .16 
- total .18 - - -.16 - - -.15 .15 

infonnation - ch: rtv (special) .20 - - - - - - -
- ch: newspaper :n - - - - - - -
-ch: none -.19 .15 - - - - .16 -

pers. char. -education - - .24 - - - .15 -
- soc.econ.status - - .19 - - - - -
- newspaper* - - N.9 - - - - -
- province* :n.2 - - - - - - -

Table 15. Connections with Personal Characteristics (Agriculture/Product Improvement) 

Lastly, respondents having more knowledge of biology and genetics show less support 

of the proposition that the application might have positive effect'\ on human health, while 

more awarenes.-; appears to accompany more agreement with the economic argument and 

a more favourable attitude. The leading emotion, enthusia-;m, has no significant connec

tions with personal characteristics. 

2.6.3. Stock-breeding -New Cattle-Breeding Methods (cl. calf) 

The degree of differentiation of opinions regarding this area of application has remained 

more or less the same but the discriminating variables differ. Interest, involvement, infor

mation from newspapers and position in the family have replaced awareness, information 

from programmes on radio and television, political inclination and mostly read newspa

per. More interested respondents show more agreement with the economic argument and 

less agreement with the statement concerning positive effects on human health. Contrary 
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to the findings in the agricultural areas, however, more interested respondent'i also tend to 

expect more often the possible violation of ethically acceptable limits and they show less 

enthusiasm and a more negative attitude. Positive effect'i on human health are less expec

ted if newspapers are the main information channel; and the economic argument is sub

scribed more frequently if background knowledge is less or if no information channel is 

mentioned. 

stock-br./new (cl. calO +econ. - env. +health - limits - health + enth. - anx. attitude 

knowledge - biol./genetics -.14 - - - - - - -

- total -.17 - - - - - - -

awareness - - - - - - - -

inlerest - interest .16 - - - - - - -

- retlcction - - -.15 - - -.19 - -.19 
- views/listens - - -.16 .18 - -.17 - -

- pers. signif. .16 - - - - - - -

infonnation - ch: newspaper - - -.15 - - - - -

- ch: none -.14 - - - - - - -

pers. char. -gerxlcr - - - -.19 - .18 -.18 .15 
- place in family~ - - - - - 26.9 - -

Table 16. Connections with Personal Characteristics (Stock-breeding/New Methods I) 

As in 1992, women more often than men think that ethically acceptable limit'i might be 

exceeded. They show less enthusiasm and have a less favourable attitude. This is also 

apparent from the position in the family: partners/wifes are less enthusia'itic than other 

family members. 

2.6.4. Stock-breeding - New Cattle-Breeding Methods (gm. bst) 

The degree of differentiation of opinions regarding this second area of application in 

stock-breeding has likewise remained the same and here too the discriminating variables 

differ. The significance of 'interest/involvement' has increased and 'awareness' appears 

to play a more important part (as opposed to the previous area where the importance of 

this variable declined). These are the main groups of characteristics responsible for vari

ations in argument'i, emotions and attitude. More awareness and interest are related to a 

lower expectation of positive effects on human health, less enthusia'im and a more neg

ative attitude. In addition, more awareness seems to lead to suppositions that ethically 

acceptable limit'i might be exceeded and that human health might be negatively affected. 
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stock-hr./ncw <gm. hst) +econ. - cnv. + hcallh - limits - health + enth . - anx. allitude 

knowledge - biol./genctics - - .14 - - - - -
- biotechnology -.16 - - - - - - -

awareness - OOirdof - - -.18 .16 .15 -.20 - -.15 

interest - reflection - - -.20 - - -.18 - -.21 
- views/listens - - -~ - - -~ - -.19 
- total - - -.18 - - -.15 - -.16 

information - - - - - - - -

pers. char. - gender - -.16 - - - - -.19 -

Table 17. Connections with Personal Characteristics (Stock-breeding/New Methods m 

ll1e variables knowledge and gender have the same connections as in 1992. More back

ground knowledge is associated with more agreement with the economic argument and 

more disagreement with the statement on possible positive effects on human health. Wo

men expect more often negative consequences for the environment than men and they also 

experience more feelings of anxiety. The personal characteristics age, level of education 

and position in the family have lost significance. 

2.6.5. Veterina1y Medicine - Combating Disease (gm. mastitis) 

The fact that the application in this area has gained more publicity in the pa'lt year finds 

expression in the awareness (a rise of 8 %), but not in the degree of differentiation of 

opinions, which is even less than in 1992. The only connection of background knowl

edge is with the economic argument (more knowledge is associated with more agreement 

with this statement) whereas formerly it was also related to various other arguments and 

emotions. Additionally, the variables age, size of household and civil status no longer 

discriminate in 1993. 

Interest and political inclination are associated. with some of the argument5 or emotions or 

the attitude. More interested respondents are inclined to believe that the application might 

have positive effects on the economy and no damaging effects on hwnan health. But wat

ching or listening to programmes on biotechnology more frequently, which is a part of 

the same cluster of variables, is also related to less enthusiasm. Green Left voters and 

voters for the smaller confessional political parties express a more negative attitude and 

VVD (liberal) voters a relatively positive attitude. 
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vet. med./dis. (gm. mastitis) +econ. - env. +health - limits - health + enth. - anx. attitude 

knowledge - biolJgenetics -.15 - - - - - - -
- total -.16 - - - - - - -

awareness - - - - - - - -

interest - interest .17 - - - -.15 - - -

- views/listens - - - - - -.16 - -

inforniation - ch: newspaper .14 -.15 - - - - - -
- ch: others - - - - - - .14 -
- ch: none - .16 - - - - - -

pers. char. - political party* - - - - - - - 32.5 

Table 18. Connections with Personal Characteristics (Vet. Medicine/Combating Disease) 

Information media (especially newspapers) seem to have gained more influence. Respon

dents, who report reading a newspaper, more often agree with the economic argument 

and more often reject the proposition of possible negative effect<; on the environment. In 

contrast, respondents without information channels more frequently believe that the appli

cation might have damaging effect<; on the environment. 

In summary, the increase of publicity in this sector appears to have caused a lessening of 

enthusiasm among people with more background knowledge, more influence of news

papers, the fading out of differences attributable to age and civil status, and the absence of 

relations with statement<; on ethically acceptable limits and human health. This may indi

cate an increai;e of uncertainty among the public. 

2 .6.6. Human Health-care - Production of Diagnostics (cf. transtest) 

The replacement of the application in this area (cf. transtest instead of cf. pregtest) only 

has minor consequences for the degree of differen~iation of opinions, that remains rather 

low. This can be regarded as a confirmation of the a<;sumption that attitudes are ba<;ed on 

areas of application, defined by sector and purpose, rather than on separate applications. 

As in other areas, the 'interest' cluster of variables has gained more importance. More in

terest is associated with a higher expectation of positive effects on human health. In par

ticular, respondents show more enthusiasm and a more positive attitude if the estimated 

personal relevance is higher. If no information channel is mentioned, the expected effects 

on human health and the environment tend to be negative instead of positive. 
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h. health/diag. (cf. transtcst) +econ. - cnv. +health - limits - health + enth. - anx. attitude 

knowledge - - - - - - - -

awarene;s - - - - - - - -

interest - interest - - .20 - - - - -
- views/listens - - .20 - - - - -
- pers. signif. - - .17 - - .18 - .16 
- total - - 21 - - - - -

infonnation -ch: none - .18 -.17 - .17 - - -

pers. char. - gender - - - - - - -.15 -

-age -.14 - - - - - - -

- civil status* 20.4 - - - - - - -

-education .15 - - - - - - -

- geogr. district* 22.l - - - - - - -

Table 19. Connections with Personal Characteristics (Human Health-care/Diagnostics) 

The variable 'gender' has less significance, which is understandable since, contrary to cf. 

pregtest, cf. transtest has no specific relevance for women. Women do express somewhat 

stronger feelings of anxiety than men. Other relevant personal characteristics are: age, civ

il status, level of education and geographical district. All of these variables are all related 

to the economic argument. Elderly, widow(er)s, respondents with a lower level of educa

tion or people in the larger cities tend to agree more with this statement than respondents 

who are younger or unmarried, have a higher level of education or live in the west part of 

the country out<;ide the larger cities. The unexpected difference of opinions in these geo

graphical districts was evaluated in terms of age distribution. This analysis showed no 

significant results. An alternative explanation is not readily available. 

2.6.7. Human Health-care - Production of Medicines (gm clots) 

In 1992, the arguments and emotions and the attitude had very few connections with per

sonal characteristics. The degree of differentiation has slightly increased, mainly in rela

tion to awareness and interest/involvement. More interested respondent<> believe more 

strongly that the application can have positive consequences for the economy and human 

health. They also expect less negative effect<; on the environment, they tend to reject the 

notion that ethically acceptable limits might be exceeded, they are more enthusia<;tic and 

less anxious and they have a more favourable attitude (when the estimated personal rele

vance is higher). In addition, more awareness also relates to a more positive attitude. 

Respondents without information channels expect less positive effects on human health. 
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h. health/med. (gm. clots) +econ. - cnv. +health - limits - health + enth. - anx. attitude 

knowledge - - - - - - - -

awareness - heard of - - - - - - - .17 

intere5t - interest - -.15 .25 -.15 -.14 .16 -.16 -

- views/listens - - .17 - - - - -

- pers. signif. .16 - .23 -.17 - :n. -.16 .16 
- total - - .25 - -.14 .15 -.15 -

infonnation -ch: none - - -.20 - - - - -

pers. char. - gerxler - - - - - .15 -.18 -
-education - - nl/23.8 - - - - -

- gcogr. district* 22.6 - - - - - - -

Table 20. Connections with Personal Characteristics (Human Health-care/Medicines) 

The difference between women and men with respect to emotions remains: women are 

less enthusiastic and express more feelings of anxiety. Furthermore, level of education 

and geographical district have more significance and have replaced civil status. Respon

dents with more general education more often expect beneficial consequences for human 

health than respondents with a lower level of education. And support of the economic ar

gument shows the same geographical bond as in the previous area of application: people 

from the larger cities are more inclined to subscribe to this argument and people from out

side the cities in the west are less inclined to agree. Again, there is no obvious explanation 

(see § 2.6.7). 

2.6.8. Food lndusf/y - Unfamiliar Applications (use aspartame) 

Arguments, emotions and attitudes regarding the food-industry have a higher degree of 

differentiation than most of the other areas. This can be expected since in everyday life the 

public is likely to be confronted more directly with product<; from this area. Knowledge, 

awarenes.<; and interest have more or less the same connections as in 1992. The exceeding 

of ethically acceptable limits is more often regarded probable by respondents with less 

background knowledge and a lower level of education. They also express more feelings 

of anxiety and a Jess positive attitude. More awareness is related to more enthusiasm and 

a more positive attitude. The importance of 'interest' has increased: more interest is cou

pled with more disagreement with the normative argument and the statement concerning 

possible negative effects on the environment, less feelings of anxiety, and a more positive 

attitude. 



f<x><l ind./unf. (use aspart.) + econ. - env. +health - limits - health + cnth. - anx. attitude 

knowledge - biol./gcnctics - - - .23 - - .18 -
- total - - - .2D - - - -.14 

awareness -heard of - - - - - 20 - 1h 

interest - interest - -.14 - -19 - - -1h .15 
- reflection - - - -.15 - - -.16 -
- views/listens - - - -.17 - - -.17 -

- pcrs. signif. - - - -.19 - - -.19 -

- total - - - -.2') - - -.21 -

information - ch: rtv (special) - - - -.15 - - - -
- ch: newspaper - - - - - - -.1.S -
- ch: none - - - - - - .17 -

pers. char. -age - - - - - - -.14 -
-education - - - .24 - - I2 -

- soc.econ.status - - - .16 - - - -

Table 21. Connections with Personal Characteristics (Food Ind./Unfamiliar Applications) 

Differences between the first survey and the second are present in the clusters 'informa

tion' and 'socio-cultural/structural characteristics'. Whereas information channels showed 

no influence in the previous .<;urvey, now viewing or listening to special programmes is 

a.-;sociated with the rejection of the normative argument. Reading newspaper articles on 

the subject goes with less anxiety, and lack of information channels with more anxiety. 

The variables gender, profession, position in the family and civil status have lost signif

icance. The relevance of age is restricted to feelings of anxiety: older respondents report 

feeling more anxious than younger respondents. The relation between a higher socio

economic level and more disagreement with the normative argument is new (socio-eco

nomic level is associated with level of education and profession). 

2.6.9. Food Industry - Production of Raw Materials (gm. chymosine) 

The connections with personal characteristics in this area resemble those in 1992. Res

pondents with more background knowledge agree more often with the economic argu

ment and less often with the normative argument and the statement on possible negative 

effects on human health. They also show a more positive attitude. More awareness im

plicates more enthusiasm and a more positive attitude. And the mention of special pro

grammes and discussions with specialists (as information channels) goes with more 

agreement on the possibility of economic advantages. 
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food ind./prod. (gm. chym.) +econ. - cnv. +health - limits - health + enth. - anx. attitude 

knowledge - biol./genctics - - - .18 .15 - - -
- biotechnology -.W - - - - - - -
- total -.19 - - .17 - - - -.18 

awareness - heard of - - - - - .15 - :n 

interest - interest .17 -.14 - -2.> - - -21 -

- views/listens - - -.19 - - - - -

- pers. signif. - - - -.17 - - -.15 -
- total .18 - - -.16 - - -.19 -

infonnation - ch: rtv (special) .16 - - - - - - -
- ch: specialists .14 - - - - - - -

pers. char. -germ - - - - - .15 - -
-education - - .14 .19 .14 - .15 -

- soc.econ.status - - .16 .17 - - - -

Table 22. Connections with Personal Characteristics (Food Ind./Prod. Raw Materials) 

In this area too the significance of the cluster 'interest' has increased. More interested res

pondent~ tend to subscribe to the economic argument and have less feelings of anxiety. 

They disagree more with the statements on positive consequences for human health, on 

negative consequences for the environment and on the possible violation of ethically ac

ceptable limit~. 

The distinction in attitudes and argument~ between men and women has diminished. But 

women still express more feelings of anxiety than men. A higher level of education is as

sociated with a lower expectation of both positive and negative effects on human health, 

less agreement with the normative argument and less feelings of anxiety. Socio-economic 

status has replaced the, related, variable profession: a higher socio-economic status goes 

with less approval of the statements on positive consequences for the economy and on the 

exceeding of ethically acceptable limit~. 

2.6.10. Chem. Ind.!Environm. Protection - Prod. of Raw Materials (use bioplastics) 

This area has the highest degree of differentiation of opinions. The significance of back

ground knowledge, awareness and level of education is the same as in 1992. More know

ledge and awareness are coupled with more agreement with the economic argument, more 

disagreement with the normative argument and the statement on the possible negative en

vironmental impact, more enthusiasm, less anxiety and a more favourable attitude. In ad-
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dition the higher educated expect less frequently the exceeding of ethical boundaries and 

they report less anxiety. 

chem.env./prod. (use biopl.) +econ. - env. +health - limits - health + enth. - anx. attitude 

knowledge - biol./gcnclics -.16 .20 - 11) - -.19 :n -.21 
- biotechnology - - - - - - - -.15 
- total - - - .20 - - .16 -.21 

aware.nes.-; -heard of .15 - - - - 21 -.16 .25 

interest - interest .19 -.19 - -2.6 - .24 -.24 .28 
- rel1ection .18 - - -.18 - .18 -.20 .23 
- views/listens .18 -.18 - -:n - .18 -21 .19 
- pers. signif. .16 -.16 - - - - -.18 .16 
- total .21 -.2D - -.24 - :n -.25 :n 

infonnation - ch: rtv(ca/news) - - - -.16 - - - -
- ch: rtv(special) - - - -.2D - -.19 .15 
- ch: newspaper .18 -.19 - -.18 -.14 .14 -21 .14 
- ch: none -.14 .23 - .2D .18 -.18 .28 -.16 

pen;. char. - education - - - .19 - - .16 -

Table 23. Connections with Personal Characteristics (Chem.-Env. Prot./Prod.Raw Mat.) 

The variables in the 'interest' cluster already proved to be significant in 1992. Contrary to 

the previous survey, the are now also related to the normative argument and the level of 

anxiety. More interested respondents agree more with the possibility of positive effects on 

the economy; they disagree more with the statement<> on negative consequences for the 

environment and on the possible exceeding of ethically acceptable limits; they show more 

enthusiasm and less anxiety; and they report a more positive attitude. 

The connections with the variables in the 'information' cluster are new. The mention of 

newspaper articles, current affairs programmes or special programmes on biotechnolog

ical developments as main information channels is associated with less agreement on the 

normative argument, less anxiety and a more favourable attitude. Newspaper readers ex

pect more often economic benefits and less often negative effects on human health or the 

environment. Respondents without information channels have the opposite profile: a neg

atively tinged argumentation, less enthusiasm, more feelings of anxiety and a more neg

ative attitude. 
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2 .6.1 I. Overview 

In general, it would appear that the attitudes, arguments and emotions still have a fairly 

low degree of differentiation. Although the views on the production of medicines seem to 

be more elaborate than in 1992, the areas of application 'veterinary medicine' and 'human 

health-care' remain fairly vague in respect of their connections with psychological and 

structural personal characteristics. In the area of agriculture, more information seems to 

have been absorbed and processed. In the areas of agriculture, stock-breeding and food 

industry more or less distinct differences exist between groups of respondents with re

gard to argumentation and attitude. These differences are mainly attributable to knowl

edge, awareness, interest and main information channels. The same variables also ac

count for a reasonable amount of differentiation in the area of chemical industry/environ

mental protection. 

Cognitive variables and variables related to cognition (knowledge, awareness, interest, 

information channels, level of education) thus play a more important part than in the pre

vious survey. In particular, the clusters 'interest' and information' have gained impor

tance. In most cases, more knowledge and interest are related to a more positive argumen

tation and attitude. Applications in stock-breeding and veterinary medicine are exceptions. 

In these areas, more knowledge and interest are associated with a negative argumentation, 

less enthusia11m and a less favourable attitude. More knowledge and a higher education 

are coupled with the rejection of the normative argument in the areas of food industry and 

environmental protection, and a lack of information channels goes with a negative argu

mentation and more anxiety in the areas of agriculture and environmental protection. Ap

parently, there is a development towards a division in public attitudes and arguments on 

the basis of the degree of interest and information. 

The connections of the variables gender and age are less prominent in 1993. These char

acteristics only seem to be relevant in the areas of stock-breeding, human health-care and 

food industry. In these areas, women and elderly people tend to give more negative res

ponses. 

2. 7. Attitudes and Behavioural Intentions 

For each area of application two behavioural intentions were assessed (see § 1.2). The 

positive intention concerned the buying of the product (cf. cabbage, gm. tomato, cl. calf 

(the meat), gm. bst (the milk), gm. mastitis (the meat), use ac;partame (the sweets), gm. 

chymosine (the cheese), use bioplastics) or the consent for the appliance of the product 
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(diagnostics or medicines). The negative intention concerned the probability of protest 

against the product. The results are summarised in table 24. For each area of application 

the table contains the answers to both questions in percentages and the rank correlations 

with the attitude. 

Beh. intention 

definitely 
probably 
probably not 
definitely not 

~ 
I!) 

I=: .....,. ,.--._ ......... 
..c "' ' ..c .I<: • 
u E 
2 Oil "' '--' 

o/o(+) o/<{-) o/o(+) o/c{-) o/o(+) o/o(-) o/o(+) o/c{-) o/o(+) o/<{-) 

~ I 
46 2 
17 21 
II 75 

~ I 
~ 3 
18 22 
17 73 

10 6 
~ 13 
Tl 33 
37 48 

7 6 14 4 
2A II 31 7 
31 37 28 ~ 

38 46 Tl 61 

correlation attitude Ji) -.32 .70 -.2'i .61 -.37 .55 -.2'i .65 -.41 

Beh. intention 

definitely 
proOObly 
probably not 
definitely not 

"° I!) 

E ,._,_ 
-... ZJ .s 0 
~-u 
I!) • 

..c: E 
• Oil 

..c: '--' 

"° ---:--0 "' .... 0 
.f?: E . >. 
"O ..c: 
.5 u 

]~ 

o/o(+) %{-) %(+) %{-) %(+) o/c{-) %(+) %(-) %(+) o/c{-) 

35 2 38 3 12 l 
36 5 'J'l 5 19 2 
17 J) l'i Tl ~ 22 
12 6i 10 (:6 41 75 

12 2 
36 6 
33 ~ 

19 6.1 

51 2 
34 1 
II 19 
5 7') 

correlation attitude .67 -.43 .65 -.45 .43 -.22 .61 -.22 .54 -.34 

Table 24. Behavioural Intentions 

Agreement with the positive intention is highest in the areas of agriculture, human health

care and environmental protection (64% - 85%). Gm. chymosine (food industry) and gm. 

mastitis (veterinary medicine) take up an intermediate position (45% - 48%). A minority 

agrees to the intention to buy products related to biotechnological applications in the area 

of stock-breeding or use a<;partame (31 % - 36%). 

In most areas, the distribution of the intentions to protest is the opposite of the distribu

tion of positive intentions. Respondents are not likely to protest against applications in 

agriculture, human health-care and environmental protection (3% - 8% ). More protest is 

to be expected against applications in stock-breeding (17% - 19% ). Again gm. chymosine 
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and gm. mastitis are in the middle (8% - 11 %). Use aspartame shows a different pattern: 

a low percentage of positive intentions is coupled with an equally low percentage of neg

ative intentions (3%). On the whole, the percentage of intentions to protest is fairly low. 

Attitudes and positive intentions are highly correlated (p varies between .43 and .70). The 

correlation is highest in the ca<;e of gm. tomato (.70): respondent<; with a positive attitude 

usually intend to buy the product. Here too, use a<;partame is an exception because of a 

relatively low correlation (.43). The connections between attitudes and negative intentions 

are less strong. Applications in human health-care and veterinary medicine have the high

est correlations (.41 to .45). Following are the (conceptually different) applications cf. 

cabbage, use bioplastics and cl. calf (.32 to .37) and applications in the food industry, 

gm. bst and gm. tomato (.22 to .25). 

A probable explanation for these results is the fact that behavioural intentions are rarely 

the product of just the particular attitude involved (see Heijs, Midden and Drabbe, 1993). 

Usually other factors are important as well, such as attitudes concerning related objects, 

opinions of reference groups and possibilities for alternative behaviour. Here, the main 

additional factors seem to be the following. Firstly, the intention not to buy or use a prod

uct, as a pa.<>sive form of protest, might be more convenient than the expression of overt 

protest. This could account for the lower degree of agreement with negative intentions as 

well as the lower amount of consistency between negative intentions and attitudes. Sec

ondly, a possibility or habit to buy alternative products can play a part. An example is the 

preference for sugar instead of synthetic sweets, by which the intention to buy products 

containing aspartame is decreased and the correlation between attitude and intention is re

duced. And thirdly, the possibility to avoid products can influence the relationship. Nega

tive intentions regarding less avoidable products (like medicines) are thus more likely to 

have high correlations with the corresponding attitudes than negative intentions regarding 

product<; that can be avoided more easily (like a<;partame or cheese). The latter intentions 

are probably expressed more often in buying behaviour. 

2.8. Target Groups 

Discriminant analyses were conducted to study whether it would be possible to identify 

population groups showing systematic differences in attitudes, cognitive arguments, emo

tions, knowledge, interest, and information channels, on the basis of socio-cultural and 

structural personal characteristics. As in the previous survey, these analyses did not pro

duce any significant results. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

Attitudes 

In order to establish the attitudes of the Dutch public with regard to biotechnology, the 

same area"i of application were used as in 1992: agriculture (diversification of fruit and 

vegetables); agriculture (product improvement of fruit and vegetables); stock-breeding 

(new methods); veterinary medicine (combating disea"ie); human health-care (production 

of diagnostics); human health-care (production of medicines); food industry (unfamiliar 

applications); food industry (production of raw materials); and chemical industry/environ

mental protection (production of raw materials). The applications representing these areas 

(the attitude-objects) have also remained the same, except for the application in the area of 

human health-care (production of diagnostics). In this area the production of a pregnancy 

test was replaced by the production of a test of tissue for transplantation purposes because 

the representativeness for the area of the former application seemed somewhat doubtful. 

The new application appears to be more appropriate, since it is less associated with appli

cations in stock-breeding than cf. pregtest and more related to the other application in hu

man health-care (gm. clots). 

For the greater part, the average attitude scores and their distributions are the same as in 

1992. As expected, the new application in the area of human health-care (production of 

diagnostics) is judged more positively. Attitudes to applications in agriculture, environ

mental protection and human health-care are (fairly) positive. Applications in stock-breed

ing are judged fairly negatively. Applications in the food industry evoke a 'wait and see' 

attitude, which is neutral on average. And attitudes to applications in veterinary medicine 

are divers. Again, attitudes towards biotechnological applications can vary substantially, 

so that a compound mea5urement of public attitudes is indicated. 

Cognitive Arguments and Emotions 

Cognitive arguments and emotions have almost identical connections with the attitudes a5 

in the previous survey. A more positive (or negative) attitude generally goes with more 

positive (or negative) argument"i and emotions. The discrepancy between the statistical 

and the subjective ranking of argument"i and emotions on the ba"iis of their relative impor

tance for the forming of attitudes has remained the same as well: emotions dominate in the 

statistical ranking, whereas argument"i prevail in the subjective ranking. This is presum

ably due to a tendency on the part of respondents to appear rational. The importance of 

emotions corresponds with the theoretical model: a low level of knowledge, a-s is the ca-se 

here, usually prevents the forming of attitudes on the basis of arguments. 
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Correlations and regression analyses show that the emotion 'enthusiasm' is the most im

portant determinant of attitudes. This emotion plays a positive part in the area of environ

mental protection and a negative part in the areas of stock-breeding. Feelings of anxiety 

have less influence (somewhat more in the areas of stock-breeding). The most important 

argument is the consideration that ethically acceptable limits might be exceeded. This ar

gument clearly contributes to the forming of attitudes in all areas of application. The ex

ceeding of these limits is regarded most probable in the areas of stock-breeding and not 

probable in the areas of agriculture, the food industry and environmental protection. The 

possibility of positive effects on human health comes in second place. This argument has 

a positive influence in the area11 of human health-care, whereas the expected absence of 

positive effects on human health is important in the forming of attitudes to applications in 

stock-breeding. The expectation of positive consequences for the economy comes third. 

This consideration is relevant in the case of applications in agriculture and environmental 

protection. Arguments regarding possible damage to human health or the environment 

have less influence on public attitudes. 

Although the general importance of arguments and emotions has remained more or less 

the same, there are also some marked differences between the two measurements. Firstly, 

the expectation of positive effectli on human health with regard to the application in veteri

nary medicine (gm. mastitis) is now neutral instead of negative. The publicity concerning 

the bull Herman might have caused this change. Secondly, the new application in the field 

of human health-care (production of diagnostics) is associated with a higher expectation 

of positive consequences for human health than the previous application. This confirms 

that the new application is more representative of the area. And thirdly, the degree of as

sociation between attitudes and argument11/emotions has become weaker in the areas of 

the food industry. This might indicate an increase of uncertainty in the public regarding 

the use of biotechnology in the development of new products in this field. 

Background Knowledge and Awareness 

Background knowledge and awareness are at the same (low) level as in 1992. The higher 

educated have slightly more knowledge of biology, genetics and biotechnology. Applica

tions in the area11 of stock-breeding, agriculture and environmental protection are relative

ly well known and applications in veterinary medicine, human health-care and the food 

industry are relatively unfamiliar. The awareness of applications in agriculture and envi

ronmental protection has slightly decreased while the awareness of the application in the 

area of veterinary medicine has increased. Again, this might be a consequence of the pub

licity concerning the bull Herman. 
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lflterest and Involvement 

Respondents are fairly interested and involved in new development11 in biotechnology. 

This is also apparent from the estimated individual significance of the subject and the fre

quency of listening to and viewing radio and television programmes on biotechnology. 

Information Sources and Information Needs 

The subjective reliability of the information sources has remained the same. Consumer or

ganisations, scientists, environmental groups and the government are regarded as more 

reliable than schools, journalism, local interest groups, the industry or religious organisa

tions. Radio, television and newspapers provide the most information. The amount of in

formation from other programmes than the news, current affairs programmes and special 

documentaries and from discussions with lay people has increased. This might indicate 

the start of a broadening of the public debate. As in the first survey, respondent11 especial

ly want more information on the anticipated effects on human health and the environment, 

and on the controlability of the effects. Other needs for information concern the legisla

tion, the limits of scientific capabilities, the quality of products and the consequences for 

the third world. 

Personal characteristics 

In view of the low correlations between arguments, emotions and attitudes on the one 

hand and (socio-) psychological and structural personal characteristics on the other, the 

degree of differentiation of opinions on applications in veterinary medicine and human 

health-care ha11 remained small. In the areas of agriculture, stock-breeding, the food in

dustry and environmental protection, more information seems to have been absorbed and 

processed. In these areas, more or less distinct differences exist between respondents 

with regard to argumentation, emotion and attitude. For the most part, the differences are 

attributable to knowledge, awareness, interest and information channels. These variables 

now have more influence on the forming of attitudes than in the previous survey. In most 

cases, more knowledge and interest are related to a more positive argumentation and atti

tude. Applications in stock-breeding and veterinary medicine are exceptions. In these ar

eas, more knowledge and interest are associated with a negative argumentation, less en

thusiasm and a less favourable attitude. The significance of structural characteristics has 

decreased. The only discriminating variables are gender and age in the area11 of stock

breeding, human health-care and the food industry. In these areas, women and elderly 

people tend to give more negative responses. 
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Behavioural Intentions 

Agreement with the positive intention (to buy the product or to approve of the appliance) 

is highest in the areas of agriculture, human health-care and environmental protection. In 

the same areas the agreement with the negative intention (protest) is lowest. Positive in

tentions are least frequent regarding applications in stock-breeding and 1

tL~e aspartame'. 

The number of negative intentions is highest in the areas of stock-breeding. Percentages 

of positive and negative intentions are usually inversely proportionate to each other, ex

cept for 'use aspartame': percentages of positive and negative intentions with regard to 

this application are equally low. The relations between attitudes and positive intentions are 

mostly strong and consistent. The relations between attitudes and negative intentions are 

weaker, especially in the areas of the food industry and in the cases of gm. bst and gm. 

tomato. A probable explanation for these results is that the public is less inclined to en

gage in overt protest. Disapproval of products is therefore more likely to result in passive 

forms of protest, such as a refusal to buy the product or the purchase of an alternative. 

Furthermore, existing habits (e.g. the use of sugar instead of aspartame) can be the cause 

of a low consistency between attitudes and intentions. 

Evaluation of changes in the monitor 

In 1993, two changes have been made in the biotechnology monitor. The first change 

concerns the replacement of the application in the area of human health-care (production 

of diagnostics): a test of tissue for transplantation purposes was introduced instead of a 

pregnancy test And secondly, the behavioural intentions were specified for each applica

tion (instead of a general measurement). These changes were effective. The new applica

tion in the field of diagnostics is more representative of the area and the specification of 

intentions ha~ produced more insight into the relations between attitudes and intentions. 

Public Information 

The results of the second survey in 1993 show that the conditions for public information 

campaigns are favourable. The public is interested in the subject and has indicated a clear 

need for more information. The information has to be brought into line with the existing 

obstacles to a well-grounded forming of attitudes, such as the unfamiliarity, the lack of 

background knowledge and the, related, emotional basis of the attitudes. Theoretically, 

knowledge ha~ no direct influence on the forming of attitudes but it is a necessary precon

dition for the development of a good argumentation structure and thus, indirectly, for the 

realization of more stable attitudes with a cognitive ba~is. 
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A first aim of information policy ha<; to be the broadening of background knowledge con

cerning basic principles in biology and biotechnology. Secondly, the existing needs for 

information should be fulfilled, in particular the needs for more information on the antic

ipated effects on human health and the environment, the controlability of the effects, the 

legislation and the limits of scientific capabilities. And thirdly, information must be given 

about the various areas of application. The study leads to the conclusion that information 

about these areas is preferable to information about specific applications or information 

about biotechnology in general. The forming of attitudes appears to be dependent on the 

area of application rather than separate applications, and an approach in which the areas 

are central probably is more efficient than either very specific or very general information 

strategies. In view of the necessary correspondence between the information provided 

and the existing levels of knowledge and awareness, new information can initially con

cern areas that are relatively well-known, such as stock-breeding or environmental pro

tection, Then, less known areas with a relatively large subjective significance can be 

placed into focus, such a<; human health-care and the food industry. 

Although the analyses of target groups did not produce significant result.<;, the study does 

suggest a number of public characteristics that can be taken into account in information 

campaigns. From the structural variables, age, gender and level of education are of some 

importance: women, elderly people and respondent<; with a lower level of education tend 

to give more negative responses in some areas of application. Furthermore, there appears 

to be a development towards a division in public attitudes on the ba<>is of the degree of in

terest and information. Special attention should be given to the less informed and interest

ed to prevent that a decrease in interest, a lack of knowledge and the forming of attitudes 

based on emotions become mutually augmenting tendencies. Since the reaching of people 

with a low involvement generally poses problems, it is vital to further identify the target 

groups and to develop a suitable strategy with a low threshold. The aforementioned pro

cesses and groups will be further investigated in future measurements using the biotech

nology monitor and in more extensive analyses that will be reported at a later stage. 

With respect to information sources and channels, the results of the study are more clear. 

Reliable information sources with a large range are consumer organisations and environ

mental groups. Scientific sources and the government are also seen as reliable although 

they provide less information. In order to promote the credibility of the source, a pluri

form composition is recommended, involving several of the above organisations (see 

Middenet al. , 1988). In addition, the perceived motivation of the source is important. 

The agent should be in service of the public and should not act out of self-interest (e.g. 

economic motives). The government, for example, has to emphasise its objective to con

trol new developments and to protect the well-being of the public. Widely used informa-
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tion channels are radio, television and newspapers. These channels clearly contribute to 

the distribution of infonnation on biotechnology and they seem to enhance the process of 

differentiation of opinions. In the selection of channels and in the construction of the in

fonnation message too, special attention has to be paid to less involved groups in the pub

lic (using infonnation with a low threshold that concords with the personal interest~ of the 

public). 
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Al'l'l<~NDIX I. OUTLINI~ 01<' THI<: THl<:OHKl'ICAI, MODl•:L 

Figure 4 gives a schematic outline of the socio-psychological model on which the biotech

nology monitor is based. The central concept in this model is 'attitude'. Attitudes are pre

sumed, more or less stable structures in memory which establish a link between an indi

vidual's thoughts and feelings about a specific object on the one hand and his behaviour 

towards that object on the other. They can be described as required predispositions to 

react in a consistently favourable or unfavourable way to a given object (Fishbein and 

Ajzen, 1975). Attitudes differ from opinions or feelings in that they are more stable, and 

in that they motivate and direct behaviour towards the object in question. 

Attitudes can relate to concrete objecls, places, people, behaviour or ideas ('attitude ob

jects'). lndividuals use attitudes to evaluate object-;, accumulate and process relevant 

information, express their own personality, determine their behaviour towards the object 

in question, and adapt themselves to their (social) environment (Meertens and von 

Grumbkow, 1988). 
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arguments 
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channels 
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_ _ intentions 

Other charact. 
Emotions 

positive/negative 
t 

age 
gender 

feelings with regard 
to object/behaviour 

profession 
education 
etc. 

Figure 4. Schematic outline of the theoretical model 

According to the most common views on the subject to date, attitudes are based on cog

nitive arguments and emotions (Breckler and Wiggins, 1989; Tesser and Shaffer, 1990). 

Cognitive arguments are assessments of the probability that objects will have specific 

properties or that behaviour will have specific consequences (e.g. 'orange peel contains 

pesticide residue' or 'eating meat promotes heaJth'). Emotions are positive or negative 
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feelings evoked by the object in question (such as content or concern). The relative con

tribution of cognitive argument<; and emotions to the formation of attitudes is not neces

sarily evenly balanced. Some attitudes may have a more cognitive foundation, while 

others are more influenced by emotions. It is important to distinguish between the two, 

particularly in the interests of a public information policy (see below). 

Attitudes in turn evoke behavioural intentions, which can be interpreted as indications of 

future behaviour (e.g. consumption or protest). In addition to attitude, behavioural in

tentions are also influenced by the opinions of reference groups, the desire to conform to 

these opinions and he individual's estimation of his own ability to carry out the be

haviour. Behavioural intentions are not perfect indicators of actual behaviour. For ex

ample, behaviour can be hindered by external factors, be tied to certain conditions or else 

be prevented by a lack of ability on the part of the individual to carry them out. Moreover, 

actual behaviour is usually influenced by a combination of different attitudes and be

havioural intentions. 

Cognitive arguments and emotions are not merely influenced by the object it'ielf. They are 

also determined by an individual's (socio-) psychological and structural characteristics. 

Therefore, these characteristics can have an indirect influence on the attitude. Important 

variables include background knowledge, interest in and involvement with the object In

dividuals strive to fonn correct attitudes, i.e. attitudes which correspond with externally 

acquired information and with the individual's own attitudes and knowledge on the sub

ject A larger degree of background knowledge or involvement usually leads to a more 

critical consideration of arguments, resulting in a relatively stable, and cognitively-based, 

attitude. In attempts to change these attitudes, e.g. in the form of an information cam

paign, the content of the message is of primary importance. A larger degree of involve

ment is also often accompanied by some resistence to accepting contradictory informa

tion. Lack of knowledge or interest generalJy means that an attitude is based less on a 

consideration of the content of the message and more on the context in which the informa

tion is received. Hence during education or information campaigns, more attention is 

given to the fonn of the presentation or to the characteristics of the infonnation source or 

channel (e.g. credibility, attractiveness and authority). This usually results in less stable 

and more emotionally-coloured attitudes (Petty en Cacioppo, 1986). Thus, faced with an 

object of which the individual has insufficient knowledge, his attitude will tend to be in

fluenced mainly by emotions (Breckler en Wiggins, 1991 ). 

Structural characteristics, such as education, age and gender, can also influence the up

take of information in existing cognitive and emotional mental structures. These variables 

assist the selection and colouring of new data. For example, a higher level of education 
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can lead to a more cognitively-based attitude, either directly or through a greater degree of 

background knowledge, whereas a lower level of education can make individuals less 

able to process information about complex issues, a'i a result of which this information 

will be filtered out. The older the person i.'i, the lower his chances of changing his es

tablished attitudes. Studies have al'io shown that the cognitive or emotional ba'iis of 

attitudes to some objects can differ according to gender. In other words, there appear to 

be 'masculine' and 'feminine' objects which evoke different degrees of involvement 

(Meertens en von Grumbkow, 1988). 
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APPENDIX 2. QUESTIONNAIRE AND FREQlJl<:Ncrns 

The data were collected using portable computers. Therefore, the questionnaire is in the 

fonn of a series of 'screens' containing information, questions and possible responses. 

The interviewers read out loud what was on the screen and respondent.'i were requested to 

read it too. Choices could be made by pressing the appropriate keys. Respondents were 

provided with written infonnation about the biotechnological techniques in the questions, 

and the possible responses to a number of questions that required the sorting of alterna

tive answers. Italics are used to indicate instructions for implementation; these texts did 

not appear in the questionnaire. 

Screen 1. 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
We like to invite you to particpatc in a study on public attitudes to the application of biological tech
niques. The questionnaire is made up out of three parts. Questions in the first part are intended to inves
tigate the state of knowledge on the subject in the Netherlands. You will be asked to indicate the validity 
of a number of statements. In the second part you will be a-;kcd to express your attitudes on various ap
plications. And the third part contains some additional questions. 

Screen 2. 

The following screens contain 15 statements. We like to ask you to indicate the validity of each state
ment If you arc not quite sure, please choose the answer that seems most valid to you. If you cannot 
make a choice, you will have to guess the answer. Please answer all questions. At the end of the question
naire you wiU be infonned on the correctness of your answers. 

Screens 3 to 18. 

(Each screen contains one statement. Each statement is followed by the question: 'ls this statement true or 
false?' The items cover three areas of knowledge: 
a. hiologylgenetics: I, 2,5, 7, 9, /0, 15 (7 statements); 
b. biotechnological applications: 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 14 (7 statements); 
c. regulations: 12 (I statement).) 

1 . Most bacteria are harmful to man. 
1. true 
2. false 

2. Children resemble their parents because they have the same type of red 
blood cells. 
I. true 
2. false 

3. Some bacteria live off petroleum. 
I. true 
2. false 

4. It is possible to identify Down's Syndrome in a foetus as early as the first 
month of pregnancy. 
l. true 
2. false 

5. The hereditary characteristics of living organisms arc detennined by DNA. 
I. true 
2. false 

6 . The so-called cloning of living organisms produces identical progeny. 
l. true 
2. false 

incorrect 
correct 

incorrect 
correct 

correct 
incomx:t 

correct 
incorrect 

correct 
incorrect 

correct 
incorrect 

~ % 

206 38 
339 62 

98 18 
447 82 

414 76 
131 24 

332 61 
213 39 

488 90 
57 10 

394 72 
151 28 
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7. Viruses can he infected by a bacteria. 
1. b'UC incorrect 261 
2. false correct 284 

8. Genetic modification is the alteration of the hereditary characteristics 
of living organisms for a particular purpose. 
1. b'Ue correct 457 
2.Jalse incorrect 88 

9. Enzymes can be used to speed up chemical reactions. 
1. ttue correct 458 
2. false incorrcct 87 

IO. Yeast used in brewing beer consists of living organisms. 
1. ttuc correct 400 
2. false incorrect 145 

11. It is possible to cross a horse with a donkey using normal reproductive mehods. 
l. b'Ue correct 371 
2. false incorrect 174 

12. It is obligatory to seek government permission before cultivation of a plant 
whose hereditary characteristics have been changed through genetic modification. 
1. true correct 381 
2. false incorrect 164 

13 It is possible to alter the hereditary characteristics of plants to enable them 
to produce their own pesticides. 
l. ttue correct 363 
2. false incorrect 182 

14. It is possible to alter the hereditary characteristics of an animal to enable hat 
animal to produce human growth hormones. 
l. ttue correct 312 
2. fal~ incorrect 233 

15. All the genes of all living organisms on earth are made up of combinations 
of only four to five different building blocks. 
1. ttue correct 309 
2. false incorrect 236 

(The c01rect answers have been recoded into four knowledge-scores: one for each area of knowledge and 
one total score.) 

Score biology/genetics (7 statements) 
0 0 
1 8 
2 14 
3 58 
4 IOI 
5 147 
6 143 
7 74 

Score biotechnological applications (7 statements) 
0 6 
1 5 
2 32 
3 56 
4 111 
5 128 
6 127 
7 80 

Score regulations ( 1 statement) 
0 164 
1 381 

Total score ( 15 statements) 
I 2 
2 1 
3 3 

48 
52 

84 
16 

84 
16 

73 
27 

68 
32 

70 
30 

67 
33 

57 
43 

57 
43 

0 
I 
3 

II 
19 
27 
26 
14 

1 
1 
6 

10 
20 
24 
23 
15 

30 
70 

0 
0 
1 
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4 5 I 
5 13 2 
6 17 3 
7 26 5 
8 41 8 
9 56 10 
10 72 11 
11 86 16 
12 83 15 
11 85 16 
14 43 
15 10 

Screen 19. 

On the next screens I 0 applications of biological techniques are presented. Some of these techniques are 
self-evident. Others arc more special , such a<> 'cloning', 'the fusion of cells', and 'genetic modification'. I 
will now explain lhcsc techniques to you. If you want the explanations again whilst answering the 
questions, please a<>k or use the written information. On every application a series of questions will be 
asked. I will now give you the explanations. 

Screen 20. 

What is 'cloning'? 
The reproduction of planL<>, animals and humans usually requires the presence of two parents. The progeny 
ha<> hereditary characteristics of hoth parcnl<;. However. it is also possible to create offspring from a single 
parent. In this ca..e, the progeny ha<> exactly the same hereditary characteristics and appearance as this 
parenl. For example, plants can he reproduced by the use of slips or by cultivating separate cells. In the 
case of animals, the nucleus of a cell containing the hereditary characteristics of the parent can be trans
ferred to an unfertilized ovum, or the embryo can he split at an early stage of development. This is called 
'cloning'. Those cells or parts develop into identical specimen. 

Screen 21. 

What is 'fusion of cells'? 
Living organisms (plants, humans, animals) are made up of cells. These cells have a nucleus, containing 
the hereditary characteristics. Under special circumstances it is possible to fuse two cells from different 
organisms (for example, cells from different sorts of cabbage or a cell from a mouse with a cell of a cow). 
The hereditary characteristics are not changed by this procedure: instead, they arc mixed. This is called 
'fusion of cells'. The result is a cell which contains a combination of the hereditary characteristics of the 
original cells. 

Screen 22. 

What is genetic 'modification'? 
Living organisms (bacteria, plants, humans, animals) arc made up of cells. These cells have a nucleus, 
containing the hereditary characteristics (in a chemical structure called DNA). It is possible to transfer a 
hereditary characteristic (a piece of DNA) from one organism to another. It is also possible to eliminate a 
hereditary characteristic. The result is an organism of which the hereditary characteristics have been 
changed. This is called genetic modification. The organisms can be of the same kind (for example the 
transference of a hereditay characteristic from one plant to another plant). They can also be of different 
kinds (for example the transferennce of a hereditary characteristic from a human to an animal). 

Screens 21 to 113. 

(The 10 applications are presented on seperate screens and in random order. They are preceeded by the text 
The next questions relate to the following application'. During these questions the application remains at 
the top of the screen. The respondent is provided with written copies of the application and the possible 
responses, and he or she is also invited to look at the screen. Application 11 is not included in the random 
order and remains at the end of the series). 

8 
2 
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I. Fusing the cells of cabbages with the cells of other types of cabbage variety to cultivate new 
varieties of cabbage which can grow in different conditions. 
Awareness: 
I. yes 225 41 
2. no 320 59 
Attitude: 
1. highly positive 72 13 
2. positive 252 46 
3. fairly positive 102 19 
4. neutral 65 12 
5. fairly negative 22 4 
6. negative 19 3 
7. highly negative 13 2 
Arg. 1. This application has a positive effect on the Dutch economy. 
1. I agree 266 49 
2. I agree partly 156 29 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 77 14 
4. I disagree partly 23 4 
5. I disagree 23 4 
Arg. 2. This application has a damaging effect on the environment. 
I. I agree 30 6 
2. I agree partly 44 8 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 120 22 
4. I disagree partly 114 21 
5. I disagree 237 43 
Arg. 3. This application will improve human health. 
l. I agree 55 10 
2. I agree partly 90 17 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 189 35 
4. I disagree partly 77 14 
5. I disagree D4 25 
Arg. 4. This application exceeds ethically acceptable limit<;. 
I. I agree 47 9 
2. I agree partly 39 7 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 82 15 
4. I disagree partJy 96 18 
5. I disagree 281 52 
Arg. 5. This application could damage human health. 
1. I agree 24 4 
2. I agree partly 52 10 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 140 26 
4. I disagree partly 93 17 
5. I disagree 236 43 
Em. I. I am cnlhusiaslic about lhis application. 
I. I agree 116 21 
2. I agree partly 170 31 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 123 23 
4. I disagree partly 64 12 
5. I disagree 72 13 
Em. 2. I am anxious about this applicalion. 
l. I agree 29 5 
2. I agree partly 47 9 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 69 13 
4. I disagree partJy 93 17 
5. I disagree 307 56 
Int. l. Will you buy these new varieties of cabbage when they arc available ? 
I. definitely 142 26 
2. probably 253 46 
3. probably not 92 17 
4. definitely not 58 11 
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rnt. 2. rr new varieties of cahhagc arc developed using this method, will you protest yourself? 
I. definitely 6 1 
2. prohahly l3 2 
3. prohably not 115 21 
4. definitely not 411 75 

2. The genetic modification of tomato plants to eliminate a hereditary characteristic so as to 
cultivate firmer tomatoes with a longer shelf-life. 
Awareness: 
1. yes 200 37 
2. no 345 63 
Attitude: 
l. highly positive 74 14 
2. positive 179 33 
3. fairly positive 106 19 
4. neutral 69 13 
5. fairly negative 52 10 
6. negative 45 8 
7. highly negative 20 4 
J\rg. I. This application has a positive effect on the Dutch economy. 

' · r agree 296 54 
2. r agree partly 135 25 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 56 10 
4. I disagree partly 21 4 
5. I disagree 37 7 
Arg. 2. This application has a damaging effect on the environment. 
I. I agree 47 9 
2. I agree partly 50 9 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 131 24 
4. I disagree partly 112 21 
5. I disagree 205 38 
Arg. 3. This application will improve human health. 
1. I agree 33 6 
2. I agree partly 69 13 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 182 33 
4. I disagree partly 81 15 
5. I disagree 180 33 
Arg. 4. This application exceeds ethically acceptable limit<;. 
1. I agree 49 9 
2. I agree partly 75 14 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 83 15 
4. I disagree partly IOI 19 
5. r disagree 237 43 
J\rg. 5. This application could damage human health. 
I. I agn~c 42 8 
2. I agree partly 61 11 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 152 28 
4. I disagree partly 85 16 
5. I disagree 205 38 
Em. I. I am enthusiastic about this application. 
I. l agree 93 17 
2. l agree partly 139 26 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 119 22 
4. I disagree partly 80 15 
5. I disagree 114 21 
Em. 2. I am anxious about this application. 
l. I agree 39 7 
2. I agree partly 60 11 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 82 15 
4. I disagree partly 104 19 
5. I disagree 260 48 
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Int. I. Will you tmy these tomatoes when they arc available? 
I. definitely 144 26 
2. probably 209 38 
3. probably not 98 18 
4. definitely not 94 17 
Int 2. If this new tomato is developed using this method, will you protest yourself? 
I. definitely 9 2 
2. probably 17 3 
3. probably not 119 22 
4. definitely not 400 71 

3. Cloning cattle embryos to breed more calfs with the same high quality characteristics. 
Awareness: 
I . yes 338 62 
2. no 207 38 
Altitude: 
l. highly positive 12 2 
2. positive 59 11 
3. fairly positive 63 12 
4. neutral 107 20 
5. fairly negative 101 19 
6. negative 111 20 
7. highly negative 92 17 
Arg. I. This application ha'> a positive effect on the Dutch economy. 
I . I agree 184 34 
2. I agree partly 149 27 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 86 16 
4. I disagree partly 37 7 
5. I disagree 89 16 
Arg. 2. This application has a damaging effect on the environment. 
I. I agree 86 16 
2. I agree partly 70 13 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 149 27 
4. I disagree partly 74 14 
5. I disagree 166 30 
Arg. 3. This application will improve human health. 
1. I agree 33 6 
2. T agree partly 61 II 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 129 24 
4. I disagree partly 98 18 
5. I disagree 224 41 
Arg. 4 . This application exceeds ethically acceptable limil'I. 
I. T agree 227 42 
2. I agree partly 128 23 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 72 13 
4. I disagree partly 48 9 
5. I disagree 70 n 
Arg. 5. This application could damage human health. 
I. I agree 100 18 
2. I agree partly 98 18 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 155 28 
4. I disagree partly 71 13 
5. I disagree 121 22 
Em. l. I am enthusia<;tic ahout this application. 
I . I agree 24 4 
2. I agree partly 52 10 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 73 13 
4. l disagree partly 105 19 
5. I disagree 291 53 
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Em. 2. I am anxious about this application. 
I. I agree 172 32 
2. I agree partly 127 23 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 70 13 
4. I disagree partly 69 13 
5. I disagree 107 20 
Int. I. Will you buy the meat of these calfs or cows when it is available? 
1. definitely 53 10 
2. probably 143 26 
3. probably not 148 27 
4. definitely not 201 37 
Int. 2. If calfs with high quality characteristics arc bred this way, will you protest yourself? 
I. definitely 33 6 
2. probably 72 13 
3. probably not 179 33 
4. definitely not 261 48 

4. The genetic modification of bacteria using genetic material of cows to enable those bacteria to 
produce growth hormones of cattle which can he given to cows to increase milk production. 
Awareness: 
l. yes 305 56 
2. no 240 44 
Attitude: 
1. highly positive 10 2 
2. positive 45 8 
3. fairly positive 63 12 
4. neutral 77 14 
5. fairly negative 125 23 
6. negative 137 25 
7. highly negative 88 16 
Arg. I. This application ha<> a positive effect on the Dutch economy. 
1. I agree 165 30 
2. I agree partly 114 21 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 87 16 
4. I disagree partly 59 11 
5. I disagree 120 22 
Arg. 2. This application has a damaging effect on the environment. 
1.1 agree 121 22 
2. I agree partly 100 18 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 116 21 
4. I disagree partly 84 15 
5. I disagree 124 23 
Arg. 3. This application will improve human health. 
I. I agree 17 3 
2. I agree partly 33 6 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 134 25 
4. I disagree partly 113 21 
5. I disagree 248 46 
Arg. 4. This application exceeds ethically acceptable limits. 
l. I agree 193 35 
2. I agree partly 125 23 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 93 17 
4. I disagree partly 54 10 
5. I disagree 80 15 
Arg. 5. This application could damage human health. 
I. I agree 144 26 
2. I agree partly 122 22 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 132 24 
4. I disagree partly 57 10 
5. I disagree 90 17 
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Em. I. I am enthusiac;tic about this application. 
I. I agree 12 2 
2. I agree partly 50 9 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 80 15 
4. I disagree partly 1m 19 
5. I disagree 300 55 
Em. 2. I am anxious about this application. 
I. I agree 150 28 
2. I agree partly 120 22 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 87 16 
4. I disagree partly 68 12 
5. I disagree 120 22 
Int. 1. Will you buy this milk when it is available? 
1. definitely 38 7 
2. probably 132 24 
3. probably not 169 31 
4. definitely not 206 38 
Int. 2. If more miJk is produced using this method, will you protest yourself? 
I. definitely 33 6 
2. probably 60 11 
3. probahly not 202 37 
4. definitely not 250 46 

5. The genetic modification of cows using genetic material of humans to enable cows to combat 
udder inflamation (ma<>titis). 
Awareness: 
1. yes 131 24 
2. no 414 76 
Attitude: 
1. highly positive 44 8 
2. positive 129 24 
3. fairly positive 80 15 
4. neutral 99 18 
5. fairly negative 62 I I 
6. negative 86 16 
7. highly negative 45 8 
Arg. I. This application ha<> a positive effect on the Dutch economy. 
1. I agree 154 28 
2. I agree partly 144 26 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 122 22 
4. I disagree partly 38 7 
5. I disagree 87 16 
Arg. 2. This application has a damaging effect on the environment. 
I. I agree 44 8 
2. I agree partly 41 8 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 151 28 
4. I disagree partly 92 17 
5. T disagree 217 40 
Arg. 3. This application will improve human health. 
I. I agree 116 21 
2. I agree partly 114 21 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 147 27 
4. I disagree partly 58 ll 
5. I disagree 110 20 
Arg. 4. This application exceeds ethically acceptable limitc;. 
I. I agree 133 24 
2. I agree partly 104 19 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 95 17 
4. I disagree partly 80 15 
5. I disagree 133 24 
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Arg. 5. This application could damage human health. 
I. I agree 66 12 
2. Lagrec partly 75 14 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 167 31 
4. I disagree partly 74 14 
5. I disagree 163 30 
Em. I. I am enthusiastic about this application. 
1. I agree 73 13 
2. I agree partly 99 18 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 117 21 
4. I disagree partly 75 14 
5. J disagree 181 33 
Em. 2. J am anxious about this application. 
I. I agree 97 18 
2. I agree partly 110 20 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 82 15 
4. I disagree partly 85 16 
5. I disagree 171 31 
Int. 1. Will you buy the meat of these cows when it is available? 
I. definitely 74 14 
2. probably 168 31 
3. probably not 155 28 
4. definitely not 148 27 
Int. 2. If udder inflamation is prevented using this method, will you protest yourself? 
1. definitely 20 4 
2. probably 37 7 
3. probably not 156 29 
4. definitely not 332 61 

6. Fusing cells of mice (tumour cells) with other cells of mice (which produce a particular 
substance) to produce that substance for use in testing body tissues for the transplantation 
of organs. 
/\ warcness: 
I . yes 120 22 
2. no 425 78 
Attitude: 
I. highly positive 66 12 
2. positive 148 27 
3. fairly positive 114 21 
4. neulral 106 19 
5. fairly negative 45 8 
6. negative 49 9 
7. highly negative 17 3 
Arg. I . This application hac; a positive effect on the Dutch economy. 
I. I agree 112 21 
2. I agree partly 113 21 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 157 29 
4. I disagree partly 53 10 
5. I disagree 110 20 
/\rg. 2. This application has a damaging effect on the environment. 
I. I agree 33 6 
2. I agree partly 47 9 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 147 27 
4 . I disagree partly 89 16 
5. I disagree 229 42 
Arg. 3. This application will improve human health. 
I. I agree 240 44 
2. I agree partly 155 28 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 90 17 
4. I disagree partly 31 6 
5. I disagree 29 5 
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Arg. 4. This application exceeds ethically acceptable limitc;. 
1. I agree 99 18 
2. I agree partly 102 19 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 107 20 
4. I disagree partly 79 14 
5. I disagree 158 29 
Arg. 5. This application could damage human health. 
1. I agree 42 8 
2. I agree partly 75 14 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 143 26 
4. I disagree partly 96 18 
5. I disagree 189 35 
Em. 1. I am enthusiastic about this application. 
1. I agree 106 19 
2. I agree partly 147 27 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 128 23 
4. I disagree partly 70 13 
5. I disagree 94 17 
Em. 2. I am anxious about this application. 
1. I agree 78 14 
2. I agree partly 109 20 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 89 16 
4. I disagree partly 92 17 
5. I disagree 177 32 
Int 1. Would you allow doctors to apply this test in a medical examination if you were 

in need of a transplantation? 
1. definitely 191 35 
2. probably 198 36 
3. probably not 92 17 
4. definitely not 64 12 
Int. 2. If this test is produced using this method, will you protest yourself? 
1. definitely 13 2 
2. probably 25 5 
3. probably not 161 30 
4. definitely not 346 63 

7. The genetic modification of rate; using genetic material of humans to enable the rate; to 
produce a substance for dissolving blood clots in humans. 
Awareness: 
1. yes 148 27 
2. no 397 73 
Attitude: 
1. highly positive 75 14 
2. positive 163 30 
3. fairly positive 110 20 
4. neutral 82 15 
5. fairly negative 37 7 
6. negative 50 9 
7. highly negative 28 5 
Arg. 1. This application has a positive effect on the Dutch economy. 
1. I agree 130 24 
2. I agree partly 126 23 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 141 26 
4. I disagree partly 40 7 
5. I disagree 108 20 
Arg. 2. This application has a damaging effect on the environment. 
1. I agree 40 7 
2. l agree partly 51 9 
3. l neither agree nor disagree 133 24 
4. l disagree partly 102 19 
5. I disagree 219 40 



Arg. 3. This application will improve human health. 
I. I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Arg. 4. This application exceeds ethically acceptable limits. 
I. I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Arg. 5. This application could damage human health. 
I. I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Em. I. I am enthusia'>tic about this application. 
1. I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Em. 2. I am anxious about this application. 
I. I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Int. 1. Would you allow doctors to apply this medicine if you had problems due to 

blood clots? 
I. definitely 
2. probably 
3. probably not 
4. definitely not 
Int. 2. If this medicine is produced using this method. will you protest yourself? 
I. definitely 
2. probably 
3. probably not 
4. definitely not 

272 
133 
75 
28 
37 

109 
110 
96 
75 

155 

41 
62 

118 
109 
215 

124 
144 
112 
55 

110 

80 
93 
89 
80 

203 

208 
200 
82 
55 

17 
27 

149 
352 

8. The use of bacteria to produce a substance to make aspartame (a sweetener to replace sugar). 
Awareness: 

67 

50 
24 
14 
5 
7 

20 
20 
18 
14 
28 

8 
1) 

22 
20 
39 

23 
26 
21 
10 
20 

15 
17 
16 
15 
37 

38 
37 
15 
10 

3 
5 

27 
65 

1. yes 147 27 
2. no 398 73 
Attitude: 
I. highly positive 49 9 
2. positive 163 30 
3. fairly positive 87 16 
4. neutral 154 28 
5. fairly negative 36 7 
6. negative 41 8 
7. highly negative 15 3 
Arg. I. This application ha'> a positive effect on the Dutch economy. 
I. I agree 128 23 
2. I agree partly 122 22 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 166 30 
4. I disagree partly 49 9 
5. I disagree 80 15 
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Arg. 2. This application has a damaging effect on the environment. 
1. I agree 29 5 
2. I agree partly 46 8 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 179 :n 
4. I disagree partly 94 17 
5. I disagree 197 36 
Arg. 3. This application will improve human health . 
1. I agree 73 13 
2. I agree partly 118 22 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 147 27 
4. I disagree partly 85 16 
5. I disagree 122 22 
Arg. 4. This application exceeds ethically acceptable limit<>. 
1. I agree 32 6 
2. I agree partly 42 8 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 122 22 
4. I disagree partly 97 18 
5. I disagree 252 46 
Arg. 5. This application could damage human health. 
I. I agree 48 9 
2. I agree partly 81 15 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 182 33 
4. I disagree partly 75 14 
5. I disagree 159 29 
Em. 1. I am enthusiastic about this application. 
1. I agree 60 11 
2. I agree partly 114 21 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 164 30 
4. I disagree partly 80 15 
5. I disagree 127 23 
Em. 2. I am anxious about this application. 
1. I agree 20 4 
2. I agree partly 56 10 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 108 20 
4. I disagree partly IOI 19 
5. I disagree 260 48 
Int 1. Will you buy these sweeteners when they are available? 
1. definitely 64 12 
2. probably 101 19 
3. probably not 156 29 
4. definitely not 224 41 
Int. 2. If sweeteners arc produced using this method. will you protest yourself? 
I . definitely 7 I 
2. probably 10 2 
3. probably not 122 22 
4. definitely not 406 74 

9. The genetic modification of a type of yea<>t using genetic material of cows to enable the 
yeast to produce rennet (chymosine) for the manifacturc of cheese. 
Awareness: 
I. yes 95 17 
2. no 450 83 
Attitude: 
1. highly positive 24 4 
2. positive 129 24 
3. fairly positive 91 17 
4. neutral 173 32 
5. fairly negative 59 11 
6. negative 43 8 
7. highly negative 26 5 



Arg. I. This application has a positive effect on the Dutch economy. 
I. I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Arg. 2. This application has a damaging effect on the environment. 
I. I agree 
2. I agree partJy 
.l I neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Arg. 3. This application will improve human health. 
I . I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 
4. l disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Arg. 4. This application exceeds ethically acceptable limits. 
I. I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Arg. 5. This application could damage human health. 
I. I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Em. I. I am enthusia-;tic ahoul this application. 
I. I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Em. 2. I am anxious about this application. 
I. I agree 
2. I agree partly 
3.1 neither agree nor disagree 
4. I disagree partly 
5. I disagree 
Int. I. Will you buy this cheese when it is available? 
I. definitely 
2. probably 
3. probably not 
4. definitely not 
Int. 2. If rennet for the production of cheese is produced using this method, will you 

protest yourself? 
1. definitely 
2. probably 
3. probably not 
4. definitely not 

l 0. The use of bacteria (butyric bacteria) to produce a raw material for biodegradable plastics. 
Awareness: 
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166 30 
146 27 
151 28 
29 5 
53 10 

38 7 
50 9 

198 36 
102 19 
157 29 

12 2 
47 9 

235 43 
89 16 

162 30 

76 14 
77 14 

142 26 
87 16 

163 30 

51 9 
76 14 

204 37 
68 12 

146 27 

39 7 
85 16 

181 33 
IOI 19 
139 26 

52 10 
71 13 

120 22 
JOI 19 
201 37 

65 12 
196 36 
180 33 
104 19 

9 2 
32 6 

160 29 
344 63 

I . yes 196 36 
2. no 349 64 
Attitude: 
I. highly positive 206 38 
2. positive 202 37 
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3. fairly positive 72 13 
4. neutral 49 9 
5. fairly negative 6 1 
6. negative 4 1 
7. highly negative 6 I 
Arg. 1. This application has a positive effect on the Dutch economy. 
l. I agree 300 55 
2. I agree partly 130 24 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 69 13 
4. I disagree partly 29 5 
5. I disagree 17 3 
Arg. 2. This application has a damaging effect on the environment. 
1. I agree 31 6 
2. I agree partly 27 5 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 72 13 
4. I disagree partly 76 14 
5. I disagree 339 62 
Arg. 3. This application will improve human health. 
I . I agree 179 33 
2. I agree partly 128 23 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 140 26 
4. I disagree partly 39 7 
5. I disagree 59 11 
Arg. 4. This application exceeds ethically acceptable limitc;. 
I . I agree 27 5 
2. I agree partly 25 5 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 77 14 
4. I disagree partly 86 16 
5. l disagree 330 61 
Arg. 5. This application could damage human health. 
1. I agree 27 5 
2. I agree partly 37 7 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 116 21 
4. I disagree partly 92 17 
5. I disagree 273 50 
Em. 1. I am enthusiac;tic about this application. 
I. I agree 289 53 
2. I agree partly 135 25 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 75 14 
4. I disagree partly 23 4 
5. I disagree 23 4 
Em. 2. I am anxious about this application. 
I. I agree 15 3 
2. I agree partly 21 4 
3. I neither agree nor disagree 70 13 
4. I disagree partly 91 17 
5. I disagree 348 64 
Int. 1. Will you huy these plastics when they arc availahle? 
I . definitely 277 51 
2. prohahly 184 34 
3. prohahly not 57 10 
4. definitely not 27 5 
Int. 2. If plastics arc produced using this method, will you protest yourself? 
1. definitely 7 I 
2. pmhably 6 I 
3. prohably not 103 19 
4. definitely not 429 79 



J I. fusing cells of mice (tumour cells) with other cells of mice (which produce a particular 
substance) to produce that substance for use in pregnancy test<; among women. 
Attitude: 
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I. highly positive 43 8 
2. positive 86 16 
1. fairly positive 89 16 
4. neutral 121 22 
5. fairly negative 55 I 0 
6. negative 97 18 
7. highly negative 54 IO 

Screen l'.14. 

The Following questions arc about this type of new developments in biological applications in general. 
These cards contain the same statements a<> above. Can you indicate which statement is most important 
for your attitude on this type of new developments in biological applications in general; which statement 
is next most important; and so on? (Put card~ in the right order and check if the order is right; then enter 
the order). 
I. the first statement indicated 

Arg. I. has positive effect on the Dutch economy 57 IO 
Arg. 2. has damaging effect on the environment 25 5 
Arg. 3. will improve human health 166 30 
Arg. 4. exceeds ethically acceptable limits 157 29 
Arg. 5. could damage human health 70 l'.l 
Em. l . enthusia<>tic 30 6 
Em. 2. anxious 40 7 

2. the second statement indicated 
Arg. I. has positive effect on the Dutch economy 62 11 
Arg. 2. ha<> damaging effect on the environment IOI 19 
Arg. 3. will improve human health 101 19 
Arg. 4. exceeds ethically acceptable limits 75 14 
Arg. 5. could damage human health 103 19 
Em. I. enthusiastic 42 8 
Em. 2. anxious 61 11 

3. the third statement indicated 
Arg. I. has positive effect on the Dutch economy 75 14 
Arg. 2. has damaging effect on the environment 118 22 
Arg. 3. will improve human health 70 13 
Arg. 4. exceeds ethically acceptable limit<> 67 12 
Arg. 5. could damage human health 126 23 
Em. I. enthusiastic 53 IO 
Em. 2. anxious 36 7 

4. the fourth statement indicated 
Arg. I. has positive effect on the Dutch economy 80 15 
Arg. 2. has damaging effect on the environment 143 26 
Arg. 3. will improve human health 60 11 
Arg. 4. exceeds ethically acceptable limits 69 13 
Arg. 5. could damage human health 113 21 
Em. I. enthusiastic 27 5 
Em. 2. anxious 53 IO 

5. the fifth statement indicated 
Arg. I. ha'! positive effect on the Dutch economy 113 21 
J\rg. 2. has damaging effect on the environment 93 17 
Arg. 3. will improve human health 75 14 
Arg. 4. exceeds ethically acceptable limit<> 70 13 
Arg. 5. could damage human health 77 14 
Em. l. enthusiastic 55 IO 
Em. 2. anxious 62 11 

6. the sixth statement indicated 
Arg. I. has positive effect on the Dutch economy 86 16 
Arg. 2. has damaging effect on the environment 48 9 
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Arg. 3. will improve human health 
Arg. 4. exceeds ethically acceptahle limits 
Arg. 5. could damage human health 
Em. 1. enthusiastic 
Em. 2. anxious 

62 
74 
38 

139 
98 

11 
14 
7 

26 
18 

7. the seventh statement indicated 
Arg. I. ha<; positive effect on the Dutch economy 
Arg. 2. ha<> damaging effect on the environment 
Arg. 3. will improve human health 
Arg. 4. exceeds ethically acccptahlc limits 
Arg. 5. could damage human health 
Em. l. enthusia<>tic 
Em. 2. anxious 

Screens 135 to 138. 

l Iow interested are you in new developments in the application of hiological techniques? 
I. very interested 
2. fairly interested 
3. neutral 
4. not very interested 
5. not interested at all 

flow often do you rencct on this kind of new developments in hiological techniques? 
I. very often 
2. fairly often 
3. sometimes 
4. seldom 
5.nevcr 

lf these developments arc mentioned on rndio or television, do you listen or watch? 
I. (almost) always 
2. often 
3. sometimes 
3. seldom 
4.nevcr 

How significant do you find these developments for yourself? 
l. highly significant 
2. fairly significant 
3. neutral 
4. fairly insignificant 
5. very insignificant 

Screen 139. 

72 13 
17 3 
11 2 
33 6 
18 3 

199 37 
195 36 

81 15 
243 45 
137 25 
56 10 
28 5 

21 4 
130 24 
281 52 
80 15 
33 6 

103 19 
190 35 
185 34 
49 9 
18 3 

71 13 
242 44 
161 30 
53 10 
18 3 

The following 9 cards indicate sources which provide information ahout this kind of new developments in 
hiological techniques. Can you indicate which source provides the most reliahlc infonnation, in your 
opinion? And which source is the next most reliahle? Put the cards in order, with the most reliahle at the 
top and the least reliahle at the hottom. 
1. indicated as first 

I. government/ministry 71 13 
2. industry 4 I 
3. scientists 194 36 
4. journalists 17 3 
5. environmental groups 73 13 
6. consumer organisations 150 28 
7. religious organisations 22 4 
8. schools 8 I 
9. local interest groups 6 1 

2. indicated as second 
1. government/ministry 96 18 
2. industry 12 2 
3. scientists I 00 18 
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4. journalists 36 7 
5. environmental groups 104 19 
6. consumer organisations 134 25 
7. religious organisations 15 3 
8. schools 31 6 
9. local interest groups 17 3 

3. indicated as third 
1. government/ministry 85 16 
2. industry 27 5 
3. scienlisls 54 IO 
4. journalists 60 II 
5. environmental groups 95 17 
6. consumer organisations 98 18 
7. religious organisations 27 5 
8. schools 57 IO 
9. local interest groups 42 8 

4. indicated as fotn1h 
1. government/ministry 75 14 
2. industry 34 6 
3. scientists 63 12 
4. journalists 56 10 
5. environmental groups 76 14 
6. consumer organisations 83 15 
7. religious organisations 19 3 
8. schools 81 15 
9. local interest groups 58 II 

5. indicated as fifth 
I. government/ministry 60 II 
2. industry 41 8 
3. scientists 46 8 
4. journalists 80 15 
5. environmental groups 70 13 
6. consumer organisations 43 8 
7. religious organisations 43 8 
8. schools 80 15 
9. local interest groups 82 15 

6. indicated a'> sixth 
I . government/ministry 56 10 
2. industry 62 II 
3. scientists 30 6 
4. journalists 84 15 
5. environmental groups 51 9 
6. consumer organisations 19 3 
7. religious organisations 48 9 
8. schools 97 18 
9. local interest groups 98 18 

7. indicated as seventh 
I. government/ministry 49 9 
2. industry 90 17 
3. scientists 2@ 5 
4. journalists 80 15 
5. environmental groups 34 6 
6. consumer organisations 7 1 
7. religious organisations 72 13 
8. schools 84 15 
9. local interest groups 103 19 

8. indicated as eighth 
1. government/ministry 37 7 
2. industry I II 20 
3. scientists 21 4 
4. journalists 84 15 
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5. environmental groups 
6. consumer organisations 
7. religious organisations 
8. schools 
9. local interest groups 

27 
7 

84 
70 

104 

5 
I 

15 
n 
19 

9. indicated a'\ ninth 
I. government/ministry 
2. industry 
3. scientists 
4. journalists 
5. environmental groups 
6. consumer organisations 
7. religious organisations 
8. schools 
9. local interest groups 

Screen 140. 

And how do you get this information now? You may give more than one answer. 
0. I get no information 
I. radio/Iv: current affairs programmes or the news 
2. radio/Iv: special documentaries on the suhject 
3. radio/Iv: other programmes 
4. newspapers 
5. special brochures on the subject 
6. discussions with other people, who arc specialists 
7. discussions with other people in my social circle (non-specialists) 

Screen 141. 

16 
164 

11 
48 
15 
4 

215 
37 
35 

29 
407 
255 
125 
346 
IOI 
98 

158 

3 
30 
2 
9 
3 
1 

39 
7 
6 

5 
75 
47 
23 
63 
19 
18 
29 

What are the aspects of such new developments about which you would Jike to receive more information? 
You may give more than one answer. 

0. none 52 IO 
I. effects on the Dutch economy 83 15 
2. consequences for the third world 135 25 
3. effects on the environment 278 51 
4. effects on human health 367 67 
5. limits of scientific capability 180 33 
6. quality of (new) products 148 27 
7. controlability of the effects of new applications 322 59 
8. regulations for the use of new applications 210 39 

Screen 142 to 154. 

If there were elections for Parliament at this moment, which party would you vote for? 
I. CDA 95 17 
2. PVDA 63 12 
3. VVD 59 11 
4. D66 131 24 
5. Groen Links 45 8 
6. SP 4 I 
7. SGP 4 1 
8. GPV 12 2 
9. RPF 8 l 
10. Centrum Democraten 7 1 
11. overige 5 1 
12. geen/ga niet stemmen 110 20 

Which newspaper do you read regularly? If you read more than one paper regularly, please indicate 
the paper which you read most. 

1. Telegraaf 54 10 
2. Algemeen Dagblad 49 9 



1. Volkskrant 
4. NRC 
5. Trouw 
6. Parool 
7. regional newspaper 
8. others 
9.none 

Gender 
l. male 
2. female 

Age (as a continuous variable and in cohorts) 
I. 16 - 29 years of age 
2. 30 - 39 years of age 
3. 40 - 49 years of age 
4. 50 - 59 years of age 
5. 60 - 69 years of age 
6. 70 years of age and older 
9. missing 

Size of household 
I. I person 
2. 2 persons 
3. 3 persons 
4. 4 persons 
5. 5 persons 
6. 6 or more persons 

Level of education of respondent 
I. primary education (only primary school, LA VO, VGLO) 
2. vocational education (LBO, LTS, ITO, LEAO) 
3. general secondary education (MA VO, IYO, MULO, ULO, 3 year HBS, etc.) 
4. professional secondary education (MBO, MTS, UTS, MEAO, etc.) 
5. higher general education (HA VO, VWO, Atheneum, Gymnasium, MMS, JIBS) 
6. higher professional education (HBO, HTS, HEAO, Bachelor) 
7. university education (Master. PhD) 

Profession 
l. manager or director (I 0 or more employees) 
2. manager or director (less than 10 employees) 
3. self-employed, higher liberal profession 
4. self-employed, farmer or market gardener 
5. higher white collar worker 
6. middle white collar worker 
7. lower white collar worker 
8. qualified manual worker 
9. unqualified manual worker 
10. retired 
11. unemployed or disabled 
12. student, school student 
13. housewife 

Number of children in the household 
I. none 
2. 1 child 
3. 2 children 
4. 3 children 
5. 4 or more children 

Position in the household 
I. main hrcadwinner 
2. spouse of main breadwinner 
3. partner (unmarried) of main hrcadwinner 
4. parent/stepparent of main breadwinner 
5. child of main breadwinner 
6. other member of family 
7. other 
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62 11 
31 6 
23 4 
6 1 

261 48 
21 4 
38 7 

259 48 
286 52 

106 19 
167 31 
114 21 
61 11 
73 13 
22 4 
2 1 

80 15 
170 31 
86 16 

140 26 
55 IO 
14 3 

37 7 
101 19 
103 19 
100 18 
50 9 

106 19 
48 9 

1 0 
7 1 

II 2 
8 I 

63 12 
149 27 

18 3 
36 7 
4 1 

58 11 
22 4 
31 6 

137 25 

235 43 
89 16 

143 26 
59 11 
19 3 

288 53 
200 37 

11 2 
1 0 

27 5 
9 2 
9 2 
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Civil status 
1. single, never married 124 
2. married 370 
3. widow/widower 30 
4. divorced 21 
5. separated 0 

Socio-economic status (NTPO-code) 
1. A (high) 89 
2.BB 103 
3. BO 90 
4. c 179 
5. D (low) 84 

Geographical district 
I. 3 large cities 19 
2. west (apart from large cities) 138 
3. north 74 
4. cast 151 
5. south 161 

Province 
I. Groningcn 18 
2. Friesland 40 
3. Drcnte 16 
4. Overijssel 52 
5. Gcldcrland 88 
6. Utrecht 34 
7. Noord Holland 34 
8. Zuid Holland 89 
9. Zeeland 24 
10. Flevoland 11 
11. Noord Brabant 90 
12. Limburg 47 
99.onbckcnd 2 

Screen 155. 

(Message on the score on the knowledge test. The score is the total of correct answers. 'You answered ... 
items correctly'. The following evaluations were given:) 
I -5 correct: 'Unfortunately, your score indicates that you have often chosen the wrong answer. Low 

scores, however, are very common regarding the difficulty of the subject.' 
6 - 7 correct: 'Not had; your score approximates the average score of people in the Netherlands.' 
8 - 9 correct: 'Not bad; your score is about the same as the average score of people in the Netherlands.' 
10 - 1 I correct: 'You are fairly well informed.' 
12 - 13 correct: 'You arc well informed.' 
14 - 15 correct: 'You are very well informed.' 

23 
68 
6 
4 
0 

16 
19 
17 
:n 
15 

3 
25 
14 
28 
30 

3 
7 
3 

10 
16 
6 
6 

16 
4 
2 

17 
9 
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